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Preface

Throughout mOst of the ,1970s, Americans have
been surveyed regarding their experiences with
crimes. The National Crime Survey, an ambitious
program carried out for the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) by the U.S.
Bureau of-the Census,-was urniertaken to obatin tn
accurate and independent measure of certain forms
of crime and provide .insight into their impact on
society.

Data collected under the National Crime Survey
have been analyzed and published in comprehensive
annual reports dating from 1973. This report is one in
a series of speciTil monographs that complement the
annual publications (see inside front cover),
examining in greater depth selected topics on crime
and its victims. ,

The National Crime Survey, hereafter referred to
as the survey, provides estimates of the amount of
crime, whether reported or unreported to the police,
committed against persons age 12 and over and
against households. Perhaps more important, the
survey yields detailed informMiOn on the character-
istics of victims, on the circumstances under which
crimes take place, and on the effects of crime. Not all
types of crime are enumerated, only those that vic-

. tints are generally able and willing to report to an in-
terviewer. For individuals these are rape, robbery,
assault, and personal larceny; for households,
burglary, household larcen?,* and Motor vehicle theft.

Infocmation in this report pertains to events
occurring within the 1973-76 period, a$ derived from
semiannual interviews with abotq 136,000 occupants
of Some 60,000 housing units across the Nation.
Eliminated from consideration were -crimes com-
mitted against U.S. cititens abroad and those in-
volving foreign visitors to this country, although it
can be assumed that such events were relatk,ely rare.

As with restilts from any saMple survey, caution
,should be 'exercised in interpreting data from the
crime survey because such date are t;,stimates and
subject to errors arising from the fact that the infor-
mation Was obtained from a sample rather than a
complete.census, as well as to errors associated with
the collection and processing of data. AppendiA IV
offers a brief discussion of the sources of error and
provides additional technical information. A
thorough treatment on saMple size and structure and

on the reliabilitir and variance 9.1. survey data can be
found in tho recurring series, Criminal Victimization
in the United States.

Estimates in this report are based on th9 full
sample9f respondents and have been weighted to ap-
proximate existing levels of crime nationwide. Unless
otherwise qualilledr statements involving compari-
sons of .two or more numbers have met statistical
tests that differences equaled at least two standard
errors, or, in other words, that differences of this size
would be produced by sampling variability 5 percent
of-the time, at most.

Survey findings discussed in this study are orga-
nized into three sections, addressing -the setting,
victim-offe'nder -,interaction, and aftermath of vio-
lence among intimates. The text is complemented by
graphics and followed by a series of data tables (Ap-
pendix 1). Users familiar with other reports based on
the survey's data should be alerted to the existence of
conceptual and definitional differences in this study.
A key variable in this repoit!,the relationship
between victim and offenderdiffers from that
found in the annual reports. Individuals considered
to be related (including ex-spouses) or well known
(friends, neighbors, classmates, co-workers, etc,,) are
.regarded as intimates; others, whekhcr strangers:
neap.strangers, ()it casual acquainlances,*e defined as
noulurfmares. Thus the category "intimate" used here
is less inclusive than the standard "nonstranger" cat-
egory, whereas the term "nonintimate" encompasses -

a larger group of relationships than thy term
"stranger." The technical notes (Appendix III) and
glossary shoul be consulted in order to gain an
understanding o these concepts and other key terms. 4.
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Summary findings
This report is one of the first efforts at describing

characteristics and identifying patterns of intimate
attacks using data from a large representative sample
survey, the National Crime Survey. Violent crimes in-
volving intimatesincluding relatives, friends,
neighbors, or work associatesWere contrasted with
those inVolving strangers or near-strangers for the
period 1973. through 1976. Mtkior findings are sum-
marized below:

About 18 million incidents of violence among in-
timates were reported to have occurred during the 4-
year interval. Nearly a third (1.2 millidn) were com-
mitted by offenders who were related to the victim.

Approximately 55 of every 100 incidents of inti-
, mate vioknce went unreported to lew enforcement
authorities. In the case of domestic disputes,-privacy
or the personal nature of the matter was'the most
common reAson offered for not reporting.

In three-tenths of all incidents involving inti-
mates, the, offenders displayed or used one or more
weapons; a firearm was present 10 percent of the
time. An actual attackwhen Objects were thrown,
weapons used, or victims physically abused in some
Oilier wayoccurred in 3 of every cases involving
intimates. Threats, which comprised the remainder of
the incidents, were more .common to nonintimate
than 'intimate crimbs. Self-protection 'was also rez
lated in a general way to the serionsness of the crime
and victim-offender relationship.

Twoififths of the intirrkate attacks resulted in
injury; bruises, black eyes, cuts, 'and/or scratches
were the most common injuries. Thirteen percent of
the incidents were serious enough .for the victim to

-require ,some form of medical care; a tenth needed
hospitalilation or -emergency room treatment.

Examination of incident summaries as related to
interviewers by victimsa feature unique to this re-
portuncovered.the existence of certain common
scenarios in dbmestic violence, such as disputes
among estranged .coUples or the involvement of
minors.

As 10011 be expected, domestic disputes were,
most likely to cecur in or near the.ifictimAome;
'crimes involving nonintimates usually tdok place
aWay from home.

S.



Introduction
Put) lie awareness and concern about violence

within fnmilies and among friends burgeoned since
that time when thc Nation, shaken by reports of
sharp increases in robberies, muggings, and other
"strunger-relatee.attacks, focused its attention on a

--Vittiii-e-liminttie 'street criine.- The reasons for the
shift of interest are.varied and complex, Perhaps they
are rooted in a recognition that crimes such as child
and spouse abuse represent as serious a threat-, if not
more-of one, to the social fabric as stranger-to-
stranger violence. Moreover, although, the pain and
suffering associated with intimate vioknce has
plagued humanity from its very beginning, relatively
little is known about these tragic and often brutal acts

Nil's (Worm Crime Reports, hove shown that vic-
tims and offenders are acquainted, if not related, in it
majority of murders.

Closely related to scope is the pioblem of multiple
sources. Measurements of Intimate violence have
been based on a variety 'of datafrom official or
semiofficial tecOrds, to requests for assistance at
counseling or\crisis centers, to saMple surveys of the
populalionand have utilized differing time periods,
locations, and social groups. Most of the surveys
have been highly localized and based on small
samples.

Given the variety of definitions and data sources, it
is understorkkble that disparate measures exist.
Nonetheless, on one point most agree: underre-
porting is a problem, and available measurements of
domestic violence, no matte
intent, ore probably too low.
porting, intrafamily conflict

what their origin or
Because of underre-
nd abuse no doubt

constitutes the most obscure arca of intimate vio-
because' relatively few of them are reported to thee lence. lti view of this, summary case histories on
authorities or otherwise shared with society at large. .. cipmestic violence are included in the last section of

Uncertainty about violence .among intimates ?le report. Based on personal accounts by thtlic-
wends to in.easurements of the dimensions of the (ims themselves, the cases were drawn from a special
problem. there have been a number of efforts 'subsample of completed suriey questionnaires and
directed at estimating the amount Of violence among are intended to be illustrative.

,p
acquaintances or relatives,' and, depending upon the Apart from uncertainty over the size .of the
source, one could conclude that the Nation is in the problem, much still needs to be learned about the vic-
midst of a tragic internecine epidemic, or, on the tims-ittenkselveswho they are and where, when,
other hand, that intimate conflict rarely trupts into holw, and why they are 'abused. Because. of
violence. The National Crime Survey measured the uneertainty as to the extent and variability of
occurrence of an estimated 18 million violent crimes underreporting, however, truly represeutative
timong intimates during 1973-76, three-tenths of measures of risk for different segments of the popu-
them involving persons married or otherwise related lotion are difficult or even impossible to obtain. The
to one another. Violent 'crimes a ng nonintimates wife who reports a beating to the'police, to a Census
numbered about 14.1 million in e same period. 13u'reau inferviewer, or to a counselor at a crisis center

There are a number of reasons for the existence of may not representative of the ``average" abused
disparate measurements, not the least important of spouse. F. this reason, no attention is given in this
which relate to scope and data sources. With respect report to personal characicristics of the victim, other
to sc'ope, there has been .no consensus on what to than particulars 'on the relationship to the offehder, ,
meaSure. To illust,rate, regarding domestic abuse, the How6,er, because of user ifiterest in such infOrma-

.

morc ambitips efforts have sought to: enumerate all tion from a meihodological standpOint, twO tables in
types of hostile activity, from family arguments and Appendix 11 present 'data on selected victim

. juvenile spankings to deadly attacks. Not sur- attributes.
4

prisinglyt results of such studies suggest that domestic This study is a first effort at filling some of the in-
vkilence is not a rare phenomornenon. Other formational gaps on the characteristics of violence
investig tions, have been more limited ,in scope, among intimates. The data 'focus on where and when
Ountin only those activities perceived as 'serious," incidents take place, number and interaction of

t
or as grimes punishable by law, .Predietably, these participants, weapons used, extent 'of injury to the
studi6 haVe produced more conservative estimates. victims, am) rate of reporting to the police. For
It is d ubtful, however, that many individuals would purposes of comparison, data on crimes involving in-
disag ee on the nature of the ultimate act of violence, timates are presented alongside information on
.hOM ide, Official police pceords,,as presented in 'the nonintimate crintes,

3



It l& necessary to be aware of the scope of the re-
port and the limitations of the data in order to e\yalu-
ate the importance of the findings. Only three ertimes
of violencerape, robbery, and asslitlitreportid to
interviewers by the victims thcmselves are examined
here, and crimes against small children are aot tallied
because youngsters under the age of 12 ttre not
surveyed in the NCS. Thus, this.report does not deal
with child Ouse. Excluded also are series crimes, that
is, three or more separate but similar incidents for
which the respondent was unable to identify
separately-the- details -of each event. Research sug-
gests that recurring attacks are not uncommon in
certain types of intimate violence.'

In this study, as in others, underreporting 'remains
the most serious analytical problem. The figure of 3.8
million intimate crimes, whileiconsiderable, is un-
doubtedly an underestimate of the true number.
Analytically, the probkm is complicated by the pos-.
sibility that certain types of incidents, such as spouse
abuse, are more likely thnn.ohers to go unreported
.to survey interviewers, C. Otining why victims of
intimate abuse fail to sin e their experiences with'
others, researchers ha-ve suggested that abused in-
dividuals frequently fear reprisals if outsiders are in-
formed, or they,. are reluctant to publicize- matters
which society regards as "priviate" or "family mat-
ters." It may also be true that respondents fail tb re-
port incidents such as rape or attempted r ipe by a
spouse, or abuse by parents, becaus ese Vents are
not generally reKarded as crimes, or tegally
designated as such In some jurisdietiOns.

,
A

'Sec Deirdre A. Gaquin, "Spouse Abuse: Data from the
National Crime Survey,'!, Vionnology: An Internailonal Journal,
Vol. 2, No, 3.4 (1977.78), 632-6431 Richard W. Dodge and Harold
Lentiner, :Tatterns of Personal Series Incidents in the National
Crime Survey," in American Suttistical Msociation. 1978
Proceeding% of the Sectton on Survey Research Methods;
Washington, DX:: AmeriColl Statistical AssociaIion, 1979, pp.
378-382,

?
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Typical settings -

Jr.

This section examines the background to incidents
of violence, specifically when and where these crimes
take plum the number of persons victimized, and the
number of offenders present. The spatial and tempo-
ral dimensions determine, to a great dCgree, the
character_of _any___incident. Public...perceptions- con
cerning the settings of common crime affect citizen
mobility, psi-haps even leading to patterns of
avoidance betravior. To illustrate, some people may
fear and avoid walking down dtirk streets alone at
night because they believe this setting puts,them in
danger. By contrast..thany individuals feel relatively
safe at their jobs during thc day or in their homes at
night. It may well be, however, with respect to certain
types of crime, that these perceptions are inaccurate.

family violence mainly at night
Riaighly half of all NCS-measured crimes of vio-

leru.4rapes, robberies, assaultscommitted by in-
timates (i.e., persons who were well known or related
to their victims) took place -in the daytime and half
occurred at night,' Of the nighttime incidents, more
than three-quarters_ transpired before midnight
(Table I). There were differences in the distribution,
however, that were associated with the type of rela-
tionship. A slight majority of violent acts committed .

by friends, neighbors, close work associates, or others
well knossin but not related occurred during the day.
This was not the cose for acts of domestic violence,
that is,dfiteidentS involving relatives. By contrast,
three-fifths of the violent incidentS involving relatives
were carried out at .night, the bulk between 6 p.m.
and midnight-. The nocturnal nature of family vio-
lence has been attributed td the extensive amount of
intrafamilial contact taking 'place during the et,ening:

- Simply _stated, familrmembers usually spend most of
their time to ether after work and school, and so it is
logical' that 0 opportunity for conflict and violence
is greater in he evening..Contact bctween friends,
work associ tes, or classmates, on the other hand, is
.more apt .to take place during tho day. Violent crimes
committed .by nonintimates (i.e., strangers, persons
known by ight.- only,. or casUal acquaintances). were
sOmewhat more likely to occur.during the night than
dor.

In the case'of crimes committed by ki, the tempo-
Mon displayed some variation by type of rela-

tionship. For single-offender crimes, which comprise
the vast majority of.all cases of violence among inti-
mates, the relative incidence of nighttime attack wls"
greater among spouses and ex-spouses than among
all of the other kinship.groups combined (Table 2).
The disparity was particularly noticeable wben
incidents of spouse and ex-spouse abuse were
compId with those involving relatives not in the
immediate family,-such as aunts and uncles, cousins,
in-laws, or brotheN and sisters.2 It appears tha
marital partners and ex-partners have a tendency for
nighttime -violence -while -others-feud -about -as-often-
durin.he day as at night.

Place varies markedly with relationship
i

The concept of the home as a sanctuary from crime
hat; relevance only in the context of nonintimate
crimes. Indeed, 31 percent of the attacks by inti-
mates took place in, and 13 percent near, the home;

/while 7 percent of the violent inrcidents perpetrated by
strangers, near strangers, or casual acquaintances
were set in the homes of victims and 9 percent nearby
(in backyards, apartment hallways, driveways, etc.).
Streets, parks, fields, playgrounds, and parking lots
provided Ithe setting for a slight majority of noninti-
mate crimes .but only for a fourth of the intimate
crimes (Table 3).

Acts of family violence were much more likely than
those invOlving persons well known but unrelated to
take place in or near the victim's res ence; the com-
parable figures were 70 and 32 per nt, respectively.
Because the home provides the setting for much
family interacVon, but is only onc of a number of
places wher) friends and associates gather, this
finding was not unexpected.

The spatial pattern for intrafamilial violence
showed some variation by type of relationShip. Most
notably, incidents involving marital partners or ex-
partners took place at or near the victims's home
reit' ively more often than those involving all other
typ of kin taken together (Table 4).

Single victim vi. single offender

National Crime Survey findings indicate that,
irrespective of victim-offender relationship, violent
Oines involving more than one victim are uncom-
mon. Only about a tenth of intimate or nonintimate
criMes were characterized by the victimization of

'The difference between incidents iC aiving gpouses and ex-
spouses tilid those involving brotherl and sistth was statisfically
signineam at the 9.1 percent confidence level.

, .
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more ttian a single5person, wit4 the vast majority of
theSe acts producing two victim& (Table 7). Although
there was statistical indication that violence among
friends ilLEclations was less likely than that among
tionintitrat-8 to involve additional victimsthe
difference was not great.

'With respect to intimate violence, there was no dif-
ference in the relative frequency of multiple victims,in
familial and nOnfamilial acts. It was found, however,
that atlacks directed at a spouse Or ex-spouse were
less likely than all other family incidents, considered
as a group, tomclude other victims (Table .8).

Acts of intimate violence committed by multiple
offenders were about as rare as multiple-victim
crimes. Roughly 87 percent were comMitjed by a
single offender and about 6 percent each by either
two offenders or by three or more (Table 9).
Although this general pattern persisted irrespective of
the type of intimate relationship, crimes.committed
by kin v.'ere less likely to involve more than one
offender. Multiple-offender violence was most apt to
occur when the parties were not close. Roughly 2 of 5

nonintimate crimes were committed by two or more
offenders: proportionally, groups of three or more
were about 3 1/2 .times more prevalent in cases of
nonintimate than iqtimute violence.

When the number of viciims and offen'ders was
considered concurrently, the most common configu-
ration, not surprisingly, was single victim/single
offender. Four-fifths of all intimate crimes involved
oqly two participants, and each of the other specific
combinations accounted for no more than about 6
percent of the total (Table,.10), Thc.prceminence of
the victim-offender pair over other combinations was
evident for both categories of intimates. TRegarding
crimes between nonintimates, involvement by
multiple offenders was more common, even though
one victim/one offender was still the modal pattern.
In about a third of these crimes, two or more offend-
ers confronted a single victim. In 6 percent, two or
more victims were encountered by a single offender,
and there was a comparable number of cases
characterized by multiple victims and offenders. in
about I I percent of the intimate crimes, two or more
offenders confronted one victim.

Chart t Percent distribution of violent crimes, by relationship and number of victims and .offenders, 1973-76
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Single victim

Single offender
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Summary 4Violent criminal acts may be examined simulta-
neously from a spatial and temporal perspective,
elements defining the environmental context. This
analysis shows that the pattern for violent incidents
involving intimates differed both spatially and tem-
porally from that for nonintimate crimes, and also
varied internally depending upon the specific typgtof.
intimate relationship. When relatives were invOlved,
the most frequent setting was nighttime, at or near
the home, followed by daytime Crimes in .the same
kinds of places (Table 5). Incidents involving friends,
neighbors, or work associates were morc evenly
distributed between night and 'day and were not
clustered within or near the victim's home. In fact,
violence between well-known persons was just about
as apt to happen on the street or elsewhere outdoors
as inside Or near the home. Hy contract, nonintimate
crimcs at the victim's residence are infrequent; in-
stead, thc streets and other outdoor settings
predominate, with nighttime occurrences being
slightly more common than daytime everns. ,

Examination of the number of participants sliowed
that intimate violence most often involved a single

victim and a single offender. In this regard, crimes
beiween nonintimates were different only in the
degree to which this single victim/single offender rc-
lationship prevailed.

Chad 2. Percent distribution of violent crimes, by time and
place of occurrence, 1 97-76
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Victim-offender interaction
No matter what the setting, the violent acts re-

corded in the crime-survey evince a wide range of ag-
gressive behavior from verbal threats intended to
persuade ur intimidate to vioknt (physical attacks
with a weapon designed to maim or kill. Similarly, in
coping with an attaCk, victims can.reactlin a variety
of ways, from tesigned acceptance to aCtive defense.
This section explores aspects of the actual victim-
ization event, comparing patterns of victim-offender
.interaction in intimate and nonintimate crimes.

Although this discussion follows a logical
progressionthat is, from offender assault to victim
responsethe organization was guided by analytical
convenience, for the survey .does not provide infor-
mation on the sequence of events. Although violent
ads are treated in the context of a simple "attack-
response" model, many dimes may, in reality, unfold
in a differ\ent, more complex fashion. Similarly,

It

although this analysis is grounded in a victim-
offender dichotomy, there is reason to believe that
this concept is an oversiniplification.that separate
and distinct roles are not always in evidence.
Research has shown that some aggressors or
precipitators end tAp the evintual victims when the
intended prey takes to the attack.)

Guns, knives, sticks, stoney..
Perhaps nothing enhances the risk of serious injury

more than the presence of a bottle, knife, or pistol in
---the hands 61 nil ffender. AiiieF involvement

_

frequently occurred in both intimate and tioninti-
mate erimes, but it Was not the rule. About 3 of every
10 incidents involving friends or relatives and roughly
4 of 10 nonintimatecases were characterized by the
presence of a weapon (Table 1 1). There was a
somewhat greater chance that victims would not
know if their attackers were armed when the
individual was unknown or only slightly known.

'See, for exarnpk, Marvin E. Wolfgang, "Victim-Precipitated
Criminal Homicide,' Journal qf Criminal Law, Crin(inologj'. apd
Pollee Science, Northwestern University School of Low, _1957 48(1)
pp. I - I I

-kChart 3, Percent distribution of violent orimes,bykeapons use, 1973-76
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Chart 4. Percent distribution of crimes*9f violence.by attack or threat, 978-76
Intimate Nonintimate

Note: Attack includes
ntternpls and completions.

With respect to violence among relatives, violence
between spouses or ex-spases wns less frequently
accompanied by weapons than' were all other
domestic incidents (Table 12).

The type of weapon brandished is, of ofmrse, of
considerable importance in determining the
seriousnesS of a crime. A deadly. weapon such as a
gun heightens the possibility that a41 attack wilt lead
to a Serious or fatal injury. In approximately three-
tenths,of all intimate ,criMes involving weapons, of-
fenders used" a gun, alone or in .conjunctiOn with
other types.of weapons (Table 1 3)., Knives wereatbout

common as firearrns, whereas "other. weapons,"
such as belts, bottleS, or rocks, were somewhat moice
prevalent. similar pattern 'was in evidence for
nortintimate incidents,

The distribution of ,kinds- Of weapons-in Acts in
. volving intimates appeared to vary With the relation-

ship,-,Whereas crimes, involving perOns :who wore
Well known :but unrelated conformed to the trend
mentioned above, i.e., a Slightl; higher Proportion of
Other, objects than guns, family 'incidents appeared

10

more likely to involve the lethal instruments. Because
of the scarcity of sample', cases of family crimes,
however, differences' did . not prove statistically,

J,significant.
;.

Threats vs. attacki
Many crimes reported 'in the surveywhether or

not weapcins.played a rolewere restricted to acts of
intimidation. Two-fifths of all incidents ,committed
by friends, neighbors, 'or relatives. were verbal ttr
physical threats, and the remainder' were anacks,
most of them completed rather than tat'tempted4
(Table (5). Threats were relatively more likely to take
place among close acquaintances than aMong
relatives, and 'Completed acts Of violence were
relatively more commonplace:in kinship situations.
With respect to family violence, Approximately three-
quarters of all single-offender incidents of spouse or

\--

':ttempttd attacks are defined as incidents in,which victiMs,
escaped unharmed after being shot ,at or having objects thrown at



ex-spouse abuse culminated in an attack, a higher
proportion than the average for all other kin crimes
(Table 16). Compared with intimate crimes, the
distribution of those among jonintimatcs was More
balunced.'only a little more' than half these crimes
were characterized by physical violence, including
attempts. In proportionate terms, therefore, the
possibility of actual attack.iypeured to increase with
thc closeness of the relatiship,

Perceptions regarding what constitutes a crime
may have influenced personal responses in the survey
and, -henee;--these findings. It iS. possible that: on
balance, the strongerthe tics lietween feuding parties,
the ,kss likely a verbal tlireat will be perceived as a
crime. A vaiue threat such as "I'm goneta get you for
this" when uttered by one's spouse or brother or
sister is no doubt treatd much differently than when
delivered by a casual acquaintance- or total stranger.

Nonethelegs, as noted above, many individuals do
report being threatened, in a variety of wayS, by
friends, neighbors, or relatives. The vast na'ority of
all single-offender thfiats involved so e Xorm of
verbal abuse, alone or 'in the company f other
intimidating actions (Talkk 17). Victims m st often
-reported being threate ed with bodily hum', the
offender sometimes vowing to "kill," "strangle,",or
"break (the victim's) neek." In three-tenths of the
incidents involving offenders who were well known
but mit related and in four-tenths of the domestic
crimes, the aggrieved party was threatened with a
weapon.but not harmed. Few victims, irrespective of
the type Of intimate relationship, reported being
threatened with rape and/or involved in situations
where they-were followed or surrounded -by offend-
ers.

Most of those assaulted- by intimates experienced
only the ICtii; scrious forms of abuse. Rape or
attempted rak, either alone or accompanied by other
forms of aggression, was relatively ore, as was
assault _with a thrown object (Table- 18). In 16 per-
cerit of the domestic incidents and a similar propor-
don of the nondoinestic incidents, victims ,reported
being struck with a hand-held object, Aot, or knifed.
The more common forms of attack involved such acts
as- being punched or slapped or physically abused in
some other way:--Thus, for example, in 81 percent of
the Spouse incidents- victims Were hit, slapped, or
k.nocked down,. and in 37 percent they were grabbed,
held, pushed, tripped,.k jumped.

Chirt 5. Distribution of violent crimes. by Mature of
incident and typo of response, 1974-76
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Violence begets violenc0

An attack or threat OfUthck4i, be dealt with in a
variety of ways. The viCitm may no respond at all,
believing that the offense is n hy of retaliation
or enduring the hymiliation or hurt in order not to
prolong or escalate the Conflict. On the other hand,
the ;"ictin-i may seek to end the incident and prevent
furthek abuSe. by resisting, either in a .nonviolent
mannO.---covering Op, reasoning with the offender;
:running away, seeking assistanceor aggressively
striking back with a weapon, with fists, or any object
close at hand..

Survey data show that in about 2 of every 3 cases,
victims do something, if only to shout'badk or cover

in response to a threat or violent attack (Table
19).- This wa,s true whether the Offender was
unknown,' slightly known, well-known, or related.
Actual attacks were somewhat more likely than
threats to be 'accompanied .by victim self-protection,
except when the antagonists;,wcre related, Attempted
attacks, whether committed by intimates or noninti- '
mates, were characterized more often by 'victim self-
proteetion than completed attadks, Finally, findings
from single-offender incidents .suggest that abused
spouses or gx-spouses were no more or no less likely
than other relatives as a-group to protect themselves
when threatened -or attacked (Table 20).
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But what of the types of:action taken by those who
defend themselves? The findings suggest that, irre-
spective of victim-offender relationship, the nature of
the response corresponded, ill general, with the
offender's actione(rable 21). In situations Where the
victims were only threatene51, the vast majority of
responses were nonviolent, or passive,, such as
returning threats, yelling for help, orkrunning away.
Attempted attacks were more apt to produce 11
violent reaction,' althongh a majority of 'these
incidents were still characterized by passive response.
In cases of actual physical violencci_ however, most
victims respodided by striking back or attempting to
do so (often in concert with less aggressive actions).

With respect to variations in the response pattern
by reltittOnlhip, there wptindication that when the
parties were related, victinis were less apt to respond
actively. This was true for completed attacks and ap-
pearedto be true for' attempts, although there were
too few Cases of the latter to ensure statistical
reliability. When committed by relatives, 'about half
of all the attacks ,met with active victim resistance,
but for -those- committed by persons who were wdl
known but not related the figure was 59 percent.
Fifty-six percent of all violent attacks between nonin-...

timates produced itn active response. As was the case
with others, spouse-abuse victims Only ithequently
struck back when threatened, -but often reacted
violently when attacked (Table 22).

Summary

In roughly three-tenths of all intimate crimes of
violence victims faced assailants who were armed
with a weapon or weapons; 10 percent of the total
number of incidents involved the display or use of the
most deadly of weapons, a firearm (Tabie 23). Somc
incidents consisted of nothing more than harsh words
or threatening -gesturci, but 60 percent were actual
attacks in which objects were thrown, weapons used,
or victims bodily. mistreated in some other fashion.

'llemse of a reviOon .in the question, pertaining to self.
protectivc rneasvircs, data on this subjec.t are limited to.the 1974-76
inteival. Victim responsp wcre classified as aciiyerrpassive based
upon the level otaction taken, as described in the technical notes
(A pprndis

°For nonintimate incidents the difference was Significant at the
92 percent confidence level.

.1(

Without regard to the character of the offense,
roughly two-thirds of the incidents elicited victim
self-protection. Actual attacks were only slightly
more likely than threats to generate a defense of some
kind, but much more likely to produce violent coun-
teraction. Those cases featuring the greatest amount
of violence, completed attacks accompanied by a
violent response, comprised about 23 percent of all
intimate crimes. Participation by individuals related
to each other did not significantly alter this pattern.
Nonintimatc crimes were somewhat more likely than
intimate crimes to be characterized by weapons use,
btit less apt to result in an naiad attack.

5



The aftermath
'In' the wake of a violent attack, victims may

experience physical suffering and etonomic hardship,
and they may choose to report thecrime to the police.
It is pbssibk that in the eyes of the victim such factor&
as injury and cost of recovery determine, much more

_.than_wha attacked,_ the_seriousness of the crime, and
perceived seriousness plays an important role in
determining whether a crime is reported to the
authorities.

Most injured but few hospitalized .

Whether pertictrated by .intirnates or noninti-
mates, most incidents offAlient crime involving more
than a mere threat resulted in some type of physical
injury to the victim. Such injury occurred in 54 per-
cent of the attacks invEilving nonintimates and in 63
percent of those between individuals who were well
known but not related tO the victim (Table 25).
Three-fourths of the attacks resulted in injuri when
the offender was related to the victim, and a similarly
high rate of injury was recorded for most types of
single-offender, intrafarnily abuse (table 26). Thus,
the likelihood of -sustaining injury )tppeared to
increase the more intimate the victitn-bffender rela-
tionship.

The extent of injury ranged from superficial cuts
and bruises to serious wouniis. ,ikhout 1 in every 20
victims were knifed or receivetIngunshot wounds,
alone or in conjunction with other injuries,' and a
roughly equivalent proportion hadibones broken or
teeth knocked out, or received internal injuries, or
were knocked undonscious..Apptoximately 16 per-
cent sustained "other" injuries, 'such as burns, hair
pulled out, and pulled back Sr arm muscles. By .
contrast, roughly four-fifths Of ,all those attacked
suffered bruises, black eyes, cuts, Or scratches; and, in
most cases, these were the only injuries received. This
overall pattern persisted whether the assailant was a
stranger, a relative, or a well-known acquaintance.

The seriousness of the incident can also be
eitaimined from another perspective, namely, whether

1

'because this was a multiple-response (potion, the victim may
have given one or More answera.on the type of injury received.
Analysis of multi-response patterns showed NW victims gave three
or more responses, and relatively few reported more than one
wrious

the victim received medical attention. For purposes
.of the survey, medical attention is defined as care
administered by a trained professional, such as a
doctor, nurse, medic, dentist, etc., either on the scene
or at awl office, hospital, or clinic.

Two-thirds Of those persons injured by relatives,
alid an equivalent proportion of those injured by
persons well known but unrelated, did not receive
medical attention, although they may have sought
help from nonprofessionals or treated' themselves
(Tables 27 itud 28). Among persons who obtained
professional_ medical, attention _ after __being attacked
by intimates, approximately 17 percent Were
hospitalized overnight or longer and about half
received emergency room treatment , only, The
remainder of these victims (28 percent) stated that no
hospitalization was requiretl, although their injuries
may have been treated at the scene, at other types of
facilities, or at home.' Here again, the pattern- that
prevailed for intimates as A group was by and large
characteristic of incidehts involving relatives, persons
well known but not related, and also strangers and)

.near-Strangers. .

With respect to medical costs, the great majority of
the injured victims who sought medical care incurred
expenses (Tables 29-30), although these were often
defrayed by insurance. Irrespective of whether. the
crime involyed intimates or nonintimatcs, medically
treated victims had expenses in about 4 of every 5
cases. There was some evidenCe that persons related
to their attackers were more likely to sustain medical
exp es than .those whd knew their assailants but
wc %unrelated.'

ConSidering the cOst of medical care,
oximately 11 percent of those intimate victims,..

rrtng expenses had bills of $250 or more. More
of en, the financial cOsts were less severe: "ap--.

tor ximately one-quarter of the incidents produced
1, expenses'of less than $50 and another fourth resulted

in ,setbacki of j50-$249. For a large proportion of
incidents, however, medical costa were ;lot knOwn or
not prpyided. Victinv of nonintimate violence had a
slightly higher proportion'of medichl expenses in the
$250 and over bracket than did the victinis of inti-
mate crime.

'BeCause of an ambiguity In the questionnaire, a number olvie-
tirnized +espóndenit falling' into the "other treatmer category
may not have,recelyed any prefessional treatment nli. A dis-
cussion of the data on medical attention appears in the technical
notes (Appendix Ill).

, 'Statistitally sigoificdnt at the 94 percent confidence level.
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Chnrt f3. Percent dlatrIbutIon ol pttaoks, by victim Injury, 1973-76 Q

Intimate NonIntlamte

Well known Related
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WorktiMe losses relatively fligh
for family violeke:
. Another 'consequence of crime is 16Sii of income
and voduction through Job absenteeism. Roughly
one-tenth of itl intimate crimes of violenceproduced
sote disryptiOn, with one-fourth of these amotinting
to losAes of lehtirt aday (Table, 31), Incidents of
family violenee.we+sd,mewhat more likely than
those between persons well known but unrelated to
be attended by lost worktimc. Furthermore, a larger
proportion of family violence cases Tutted in
work time losses of clay or more, Two-thirds of the
spouse or ex.spouse offenses resulting inrworktime
losSes produced 1 to -5.days of, loss and one--fifth; 6 or
more days (bible 32).

. Varivd reasons for) police nonreporting

While there was .no significant difference in the
i.poliec reporting rate for intimate 'and nonintimate
crimes, . yrolence among relatiyes. was ,more likely to
be reported to the authorities thaukthat invOlving
persons well known but Tiot related. X mtkjOrity, 57
Rordent, q all attacks committed by sponses, ex-

It4

spouses, parents, children, brothers, sisters, and other
kin reached the attention of the police, compared
with 39 percent of those,incidents involving frienth,
neighbors, or work associates (Table 33). Moreover,
the percenttge of reported crimes involVing relatives
was, higher than that for Offenses among., noninti-
mates (44 percent),'° I ncidetits pf spouse or ex-spouse
abuse word reported at a- rate not unlike that for all
other kinship crimes (Table 34).

instilication for not reporting crimes.to the police,
also differed with the relationship between victinaind
Wender (Table 35), The reasons most Ace cited by
victims of nonintimate attacks were that the crime

"'The relatively high rate of reporting domestic incidents to the
police was unexptcted in the light of prevailing opinion about the
hidden nature of family' violence. Caution should be exercised in
draWing oncIuIon. for although the findings may be explained
by such factors ns relative seriousness, they may also be related to
variability of underreporting in the Airvey; It could be hypothe-
size?.that there is a much stronger positive relations* between re-
porting to the. survey Interviewer and the police ip cases of
domestic hhusc than in other types of crime. cansegaendy, relative
to other attacks, a larger proportion of domestic incidents which
go. unreported to the police, ore also missed by the survey. ,

vf,
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Percent

was not important enough (32 percent) and that
nothing could be done (27 percent). By contrast, the
mbst common response rorn victims of an attack by

Ain intimate *was that the incident was a priNulte or
Krsonal matter (48 peicent). This response was
especially prevalent when relatives were involvedit
was offered in about two4hirds of such cases. The
weight attached to considerations of privacy is not
altogether surprising; given the central role of the
family ik American fife. To <many, fiimily life is sup-
posed ea be characteri;ed by love, and kindness, not
anger and, harm. Failure to live uP to this ideal
standard may be vievied iy the vietim as abnormal,
something which must be kept froin public know-
ledge, lest shame and humiliation follow on the heels
of physical injury.

Summary

Certain consequences of violent t'kts committed by
intimate and nonintimate offenders have been
examin'ed. Foui-tenthr of the victimsof an intimate
attack sustained sonie\typc of injury: tht equivalent
proportion -for those 'committed among noninti-
mates waS about three\enths (Table 37-38), How-
;ever, themajority'of injuries sustained in violence of
either. type were relatively\superficialbruises, black

Chaff 8. Percent of respond nts giving "pd e or
personal matter" as reason for net
rvorting to pollee, 1 73-76

Percent
70

10

\I

Intimate Well known Rejated 4onlntirnate

:

eyes, cuts, and/or scratches. As testimony of this fact,
only 13 percent of the crinics committed by intimates
were serious enough for the victim to require some
form of medical care, and only a tenth necessitated
hospital care or emergency room treatment. .

Whether committed by intimates or nonintimotes,-
about a tenth of all violentuts resulted in some
,worktime loss for one or more family members, with
offedses involving relatives more likely than those in-
volving persons well known but not related to cause ft,
absences of a day or more. As a group, intimates were
neither more .nor less likely to report crimes to the
police; however, offenses involving relatives had the
highest rote of reporting. The most common reason
given for failure to notify the authorities of intimate
attacks was the private or perSonal nature of the
incident; for acts involving nonintimates, the reasons
reflected the. influence of practical, less emotional
considerations.

N

Selected c$se histories"
of domestic violence

"...the ex-husband repeatedly threatened the
respondent with a gun... finally...the husband
pointed the gun at the respondent and fired
three times. ln Ach instrinee:The gun misfired."

e-

While the majority of incidenw 'involving
confrontations or attacks between relatives are not
quite as dramatic as the situation above, in ninny
instances domestic altercations can be highly
charged. Situations leading to domestic violence can'
be sparked. by. .specifie arguments over children,
excessive r)rinking, pdt.-marital disputes, or may
involve a sloW building of tensions over Seemingly
petty tlivutes that suddenly erupt into overt hostility.
This section will ex mine some of the written sume
monies of those in ''dei ts involVing relatives or ex-
relatives, in the hope of giving the reader better
insight into- acts of domestic violence titan that

., pmvided by simple :crosstabulations and frequency,,,

!distributions. The descriptions presented are posed
on interviewer summaries,. and thus are .not
necessarily the victim's exact description or .the
incident. . ...

_. .,
A representative sampk of some 259 question-

naires involving violent crimes CoMmitted by a re--:.
kited single offender were examined. A proportion of
these questionnaires .were then selected for detailed
case study analysis. These sample cas4 were then
grouped along topical lines in order to faOlitate their
presentation. r
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Children fri)-iiliuently the catalyit
In many qf ihef summaries examined, children were

(he catalyst ili acts of violence between relatives.
Typicid were Ocidents in which the ex-husband
.wante4 custodxof thc children, an argument ensued,
and the wife Aaik threatened with harm. In one case,
the husband Plwho had repeatedly harassed or
attacked his xwife in ord to take the children,
pretended to 147 maid at the motel where his ex-wife
was staying. is1hen she opened the door, he began to
threaten her witti a wrench. She locked herself in the
bathroom, an0e beat on the door. Fortunately, she
was not iajurert,Notel manager called the police..P.
In another insirince, the "...husband threatened to
take a car and 'rim over a relativeafter he had taken a

child away froM her (the ex-wife)he -then threat-
ened to shoot or run over anyone who tried to stop
him. ,This occute : at a family reunion and the

&husband was lin ."
T

Children arc loftaa not qply the cause of domestic
disputes; they mall also become the victinis. Typical
examples were cask in which a parent threatens or
otherwise physicall harms a child during the coursel
of an argument. ,pr example, in one case, the
respondent was visittpg his stepfather, and in a short
time. an argument *sued between the two. The
stepfather left the 'nrrn to find a gun, and the
respondent left.. 11.4 Stepfather fojlowed the
reSpondent into,the 4rd and fired" the gun twice.
Fortunately, he misse&bis stepson completety,

.,.
Although re 1Corded glances of child abuse were

relatively rare,'" in some tames the abuse was quite
serious. The molestatio f a- child in one case was
the final incident in a seri' of altercations between a

,
,wife and husband That le 1,0 the dissolution of ahe
marriage: As described t .')the interviewer "...the,
husband molested the youn r son several times. The
husband bold thc wife 'if N I reported him to the
police they would believe hitilkj),ot the child,' because
'he was a friend of the.judge, 4i.. 0 the police can't do
anything in a dOmesticdistlutV\per husband was a
former law enforcement 4:if ,. Because of -this
ineident and several other 1i res between the
husband and swife,-the respondenOiled tor a dKorce
and moved out"

\;.

41'

Estranged couples often cias
. NA relatitely large proportion Of, ti case, in-

,

"Since the minimum age for fespondents iv. I 2.1ad a rosy
respondent is utilized for 12- 13-year.olds relkablleasu e of

\z-\
child abuse is not obtainable front the survey.
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volving intimate violence center on disputes between
estranged couples. The case histories show that
resentment and hostility are displayed by one or both
of the pArties for months or years after the
separaaion: The potential for violeike is often
enhanced because frequent contact is unavoidable.
To illustrate, a wife may have no choice but to remain
in contact with her ex-husband after a divorce, often
because he brings her support checks, or wishes to see
the children. Such visits may be accompanied by
threats or physical 'abuse from her ex-spouse. One
respondent told the interviewer that while bcr
husband was moving out; he suddenly attacked and
tried to choke her. A more serious case involved an
incident of attempted sexual abuse by an ex-husband.
The husband "..came to the house to help with a
repair and tried to force [the ex-wife) to have sexual
relations. She resisted and argued. lie pushed her
around and roughed her up somewhat, but he...was
persuaded to leave her alone." In lanotker instance,
the husband's ex-wife threatened him 'with a knife
during the course of aa argument. Later, the ex-wife
arrived at her ex-spouse's apartment with the po*
"...took [the) respondent to jail overnightwife
stayed in apartment, [and) took collection valued at
$15." More common were cases involving pure har7
assnieht. -Many of the summaries detail situations
,where the ex-spouse .Would either see oe call the
former partner to shout at or verbally abuse him/her.
A somewhat typical examile was .as :follows. The
"...ex-spouse came to pick up still and began lan)
argument. He used abul;ive language and broke (or
damaged) front door."1Even thotagh the police arc
notified in situations ia,t involve.repeated verbal
abpse, such abuse usually continues until the victim
either remarries or moves away.

Alcohol a6use sometimes
accompanies violence

The ust of alcohol is often a contributing factor in
acts of domestic violence. There were a number of re-
ports of threats or beatings made by a drinking father
or-husband against some other family membeF. In
one instance, a drunken ex-husband broke down the
respondent's door5with a chain wrapped around his
wrist, and beat her up. Another case details how the
4x-husband, after drinking, "...threatened wife, grab-
bed (and] shoved her down, Frequent occurrence,

' threatened to kill respondent because.she had started
dating," A somewhat 'More serious Oft invdived
drunk husband who "...came home, started to beats
me (the wife), theu got a' gun and pointed it at my
face, reasoned (with] him as best I could." In a case

1 9
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involving a drinking fathers he threatened to kill each
one of his three children. tuckily,Ohis was just a
threatit was reported that no harm came to the
children. Thus, it appears that the use of alcohol
sometimes tends to magnify and exacerbate tensions
between intimate parties to the point where verbal
abuse escalates into physical blows and in some
instances, threats of death.

longstanding disputes may erupt
into violence ,

kn many of the situations, it is virtually impossible
to determine why minor disputes erupt into vicious
quarrels or acts of violence..

In some of the case histories examined, however, it
appears that tensions and disputes build over a
period of time to the point where threats and harsh
w6rds escalate into overt acts of vidlence. Many of
the interviewer, simmaries detail .such situations,
where repeated threats of violence culminate in
beittings, itttacU )tith weapons, or other attacks
resulting in serious injury to the victim. One
particularly chilling example .of such an escalation
involved a married coupk. There had been previous
disptdes between the two, and in one instance, the
wife threatened her spouse with a knife. Finally, she
tried to murder him by turning on the gas stove while
he was sleeping, and leaving the apartment, making
sure that all the windows and dobrs wpre closed. The
victim smelled the gas (aid woke up before itfrwas too
late. In another instance involving adivoreed c6tiple
"...(theJ ex-husband ar ued, threatened, hit [ex-wife]
once a week.4.in own h ineon phonein mother's
housewherever he s w her, day, evening, etc." It
appears that jealousy may have been the cause of
these outbursts, for one month after the above
iilcident occurred, her "...ex-husband shot and killed
tile man she was dating one evening while she was at
her mother's home." Afterwards "she Was threat-
Cried with a Weapon...". i,.. . .

In-law- problems are the *Wee of a wealth of
humo?.in this country, but the; also provide the
background for tragedy. To illustrate, a 'respondent
got into an orpiment 'with his wife's relatives, and
while one man attracted- his attention, two others
"..,went around the truck, and shut me in (he
stomach.:.?!. In some of the analyzed cases there4ip-
pears to be no reason for an attack, other than the
victim being in the wrong mince at tht Wrong time.
For exarple, one respondent was injured when his
sow-in-:law by marriage asked 'to see his wifc and child
(the hasband and wife had separated). When the.

ts

victim answered that they- were not there, the son-in-
law pallitout knife and proceeded to attack him/
The respr. *lit suffered only minor injuries.

Police intervention
Perhaps one of the more pertinent and controver-

sial/issues relating to domestic violence is the in-
volVonent of the police in Enna), disputes. A review
of die interviewer- summaries showed that authorities
generey do one of two things: comply with the
victim's wishes to remove the offender, or- simply
ignore such requests because, according to the victim,
the incident is a "familY dispute." A typical examPle
of the first outconie would be is follows: the
respondmt was threatened with harm by a relative,
the police were notified,- and the offender was
charged %Oh ,an offense. _Most of the cases examined
indicated this to be the usual outcome for incidents of--
domestic abuse. Regarding the §econd situation,
hOwever, the reactions of the police sometimes vary.
In a number of incidents, the anthorities refused to
iiitervene because they viewed the incident purely as a
"family squabble," something that could 6e worked
out'between the two' parties. ln aparticularly extreme
9ample, a woman was severe y beaten and suffered a
concussion; yet, according to her,..the police did
nothing.except laugh. In another instance, a woman
encountered her ex-spouse on the street, she spoke tO

and he then, beat tier up.*She sustained bruises,
contusions, and loose teethbut the police did

_nothing.
The NCS does not verify whether or not thc police

were notified, nor does it follow thc incident through
to its final disposition. Therefore, in some instances
the respondent 'inity feel that khe police were not
responsive, yet' the officer on the scene may have
another officer or detective do a "follow up" on the
offense. Nevertheless, in some of the cases examined,
there was a pattern of repeated harassment against
the .victim with the police being notified in each
instance, -did yet no action was taken'against the
assailant. Over a period,of time,.thrS apparent lack of
interest on the part of tho police may cause the victim
to believe it is fruitless to notify the authorities,
thereby increasing the feelings of bitterness .and
alienation on the part of the respondent.- Thus, a
vicious cycle may be set in motion, whereby the
victim midi noCcall the police because "they won't do
anything,'! the offender, in furn, esealates the severitY
and intensity of, tho,-,httacks, and the respondent
continues to endure beatings and threats. And in stich
a :situation, the victim often has no retrurse but to

2 0
(.)
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accept such attacks, attaas that some day may les.ad
So serious injury, or perhaps even death./

Summary
kt-

PU'his section has presented exccOts from inter-
:Cliewc i. summaries of incidents of-domeslic violence.
'Although it would be possible to conclude by

',.presenting highlights of some of the more relevant
litlispects common to the incidents examined, one case

in particular best sums up the dilemma faced by vic-
tims of domestic violence. As told to the interviewer
the victiin's

".'ex-husband tried to gain access to H I-1
(household.and) threatened respondent. He was
inebriated and has a record of harassing
respondent, and has attempted several break--
ins during past 5 years. Respondent is fearful of
her life [and) daughter's. Ex-spouse is an al-
coholic. She hopes some law would be passedio
protect people from .this kind of situation. The
police answer calls and remove intruders of this
type, temporarify. They are back on the streets,
on bail, to do more of the same. She wai
divorced 10 years ago, feels she has a 'right to'-,\
live her life without liar of this man. She hopes
crime survey will ,help this type of. crime, of
Mtich there are many, which d9...end det4h.of
innocent people."

V
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Appendix I

Data tabhis
The 38 statistical data tables in this section are

arranged along topical lines, paralleling the dis-_

cussion .of findings. Tables 1-10 present information
On the setting, Tables 11-25 on victim-offender
interaction, and TOles." 26-38 on the aftermath.
Unless otherwise st'att1/4 all 'tables contain data for
the period 1973-76.

In general, two tables are' presented for each
specific subject. The first provides information on the
victim-offender relationship for all crimes 'of vio-
lehce; the second gives a more detailed breakdown of
intimate crimes for single-offender incidents only. In
both types of tables there is a small residual
compOnent, labeled "not available," within the inti-
mate category. This subunit includes cases where in-
formation on the exact relationship between inti-
mates was not provided by the respondent or was not
classifiable.

All statistical data generated by the survey are
estimates that vary in their degree of reliability and
are 4bject to valance, or samphng error, stemming
from the fact that they were derived from surveys
rather than complete enumerations. Constraints on
interpretation and other uses of the data, as well as
gu%dcllnesjor determining their reliability, are set
forthi ppendix IV. As a general rule, however,
esti tes based on zero or on about 10 or fewer
sa, pie eases have been, conskdered unreliable. Such
estim,tes, qualified by means of footnotes to the data
.tables, were not used for analytical purpOes in this
'report. For data pertaining to the personal and
household sectors, a minimum estimate of 10,000, as
well as percentages based on such a figure, was con-
sidered reliable,

19
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Table 1.. Time of occurrenGe, by victim-offender relationship,

Daytime Aliettlitne tint known andRelationship Total 6 a.m.6 -7:11I;Vot .76. a . . Not Known not available

intimsto 1804,000 1,877,000 1,908,000 I 1.493.000
50 , I/ 100,0 11 l

I , I .111,000
19 , .:

ttlq ,000Well known .:.517,000// 17Iatod
100 .0 5.1.1 4.11.0. 14.7

., I I .000/ 1.110,000
01.8

641.000// Noi avllablo
100.0

110,000 6.!.000 11: :::t. M.: 61.000
44 . 1 '4 . It 4 ) 5

S.601..000
100 .0

1.1.1:3 .000 6.375,0110 7 ..1611.0110 1i
52.9 1 40 .2 or 46.5 .100.0

...NOTE:: Wind may not add in total hown botteusa ot rouging.
'EStittlAla. based 6it Zero or On about 10 or lower samplv rases, i sIaIly unreliablv.

40.7,000
10.1

1:4,000
8.9

166.000
I I.'t

16,000
11 I

i611.0.10 4
i2.5 .

9,000
'0.2

9,000
'0.4

0
'0.0

0
,'ILI)
I ',.000

0.1

24.000.:),

10'n
6

I .000

8.: ,000.06

-.......------

Table 2. Time of occurrence, by detailed intimate relation:Skip (single-offender incidents)

yt ,'n NlRt,ItErv Not known and
110,111onthlp Total n .rn . -6 p.m. total 6 p .(11 ..-mtanighr Mnlnighl -6 a . m . Not It nown not avallnlile

Willi known .1Z5,000
11)0 0 CI 6 41.7 / lit.0 '0.4 0.7

120 WWI 1,055,000
100 .0 10.1 61 . 44..4 1.1.6 '0:0 00.6

Simone/ex-arouse 616,000
100.6 11..0 66..1 17.6 '0.0 '0 -ri

Pairaitt 57.000
100.0 19.4 60.6 -19.0 '10.0 '0.0

Own Child 18.000
AAA 100 .0 42.1 57.7 '2-1.5 U.2 '0.0 '0.0

flrother ittator ;1..000
100.0 40.2 31 it t. 1 '8.5 '0.0 '0.0

rttlativtr z1,8.000
100,0 47.1 S. 41.2 .11 '0.0 ,0,4

Nol available 1411.000
100.0 14.1 54,8 .11.5 11 .) '0.0 '0.8

NQT OIatI msy not add to4otil ithown bocatisO of rounding.
'E41.1olate, based on zero 67 on About 10 or fewer sfohple Ca aul ntatintically ooroliablo.
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Table 3. Place of occurrence, by victim-offender relationship

Relationahlp Total Inaldo own Woo N'aE Own home

Inalde non-
reIdential
building I natde boot

On alrogl 01 in park.
playground. School-
11 ro'41,0. anO parling tot LI sewtozre

Intimats 1,890.000 1 171,000 47/.000 416.000 115.000 90: .000 526,000V 100.0 30.8 --- 12.5 10.9 15.8 11.0Wnll known 1.517.000 448,000 350.000 140.000 .'17.000 8:1.000 112.000100.0 i 7.0 1.9 11.9 . I. 11.6 1 LIUplalod .150,000 691.000 111.000 49.000 .000 1.000 170,000
100.0 60.1 9.8 4 '0.1 10.7 14.8NoLavail..0,1c 140.000 11.000 14.000 18.040 I ,c,P9 MAO .2.4.000100.0 -22.0 10.0 12 10.9 27 .1 17..1190/11nclmmo 14,145.000 1,020,000 1,261,000 1.208,000 (184-.000 7.390.000 1,1-19.000100.0 0.0 15.6 6.1 92.3 9.6

NOT El Detail may ntn sad 10 total shown becactse 01 roundtrl.
'Estimote. bawd on about JO or fewer sample taaull, I a htalktically unreliable.

Table 4, Place of occurrence, by detailed intimate relationship (single-offender InAllents)

Inside nun-
, residential

.treet or in park
playground. school-Relation.* Total Inside own home Near own home bu)I.Il n I (1,+1,1r school grOOlnl, and pax king lot Elaewhure

Well known 2,145,000
100.0 19.7 11.0 15.3 11.9 29 ..t 13.7Related I ,055.000
100.0 61.6 8.9 4.2

r Spouse/ea-npou.s, 616.000 1

100.0 75.7 5.9 2.5

''0.0

''0.0 .

10.2-

0.5.

14.1)

7.4Parunt 570000
100.0 5.4.1 '10.5 '4.1 '0.0 '6.5 24.3Own child 38.060
100.0 70.8 '17.2 '0.0 '0.0 .5 '0.13 '11.91-1yOthol /slater 76.000
100.0 44.1 '9.9 '8.8 '0.0 '11.0 -., 25.3011iwr rUldl WO 1.68 ,000
100.0 38.2. 14 ...! 7.9 '0,0 15.9 2.1.2Ng., A v41141)1,- 140,000

100.0 42.0 10.0 12 .11 10.9 ' 27.1 i 7.1
'

NOM Detail may nut add (O total shown 1)0fat1813 01 rounding.
'Estimate. Intsed on zero or on about 10 Or fgwor sauiple cases, is statistically unreliable,

---------
\
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Table 5. Time and place of occtirronce, by 'victim-offender relationship

a

'

lin intrit,

hull kinnto Ilnlat0d

1.1%0.000
100.0

446.01Y1.
. 111..4

1'15

1 .:
7..!

6" '1011:::(1.:

b.%
1.6

1, .000
'0.5
0.4

.%0 .0

'0.0
'0 .1

-

Noi
.1.01.61e

140,000
100.0

..'.q00
1 1 . 1

1 it ^.

'1.1

I; .5
17.0

77,000
'0,8

tt 5

I :10(1;0.11:

'0 .11

'0.0
'0,0

. 0 ,t1

'0,0

Nonintlibn
.

14.1P, 00
0.0

t...,7 (100

4,',
u.l.

:4,0
9.9

1.4611,000
i2.../

.1 t.

11.0

142 .0:411118.

0.1
0.1

11. t

0.1

Time end plcce
of Occurrence l'otal

To1.1 int blunt.

Daytime
Total

i 11OlO Or nea 1 own horn*
1nald nonrosidontial building
Oa otront or In pAtt.k , playground.
Imhoolground. end parking lot
glawhara'

NIghtlItne
Toicl

Intldo or neer own horao
tnId nonreeidvatal building
On Creet ?r In park, pl.yground.
mchoolgtoultd. and parking lot

LI aowliero

-. Oon't know
Total

[inside or near own home
Iclettle nontexIdirnid 1 building
On stroll/or In par layground.
stC1tOol round, and /irking lot

Met/Where' .

(.004,000
100.0

1,811,000
ae. 1

10 8 ..

6.-_-_;

11.0
12 ..!

1.908,000
0.1

..N...'
1.6

11 . /
7.b

21.1100
0,0
0. )

'0.1

'0.1
'0:2

-it

.!.S1/.00)t
100.0

1.1(.8.000

t t 1

.. §..-I

-: 111.7
14.1

I .111,000
15.0

0.1
5,4

11.0
1 4

16.000
0.7

'0.1
1 '0.1
A

1 v.)
L\ '0.2

NOTE, (Mail may not add lo Iola! rhown because ol roUndlng
Z roprotenla looll lhan 0.05 percont . , t

'Eallmalo..hated on zero or on about 10 or (ewer oomph, i 0 -tett , it statittlit alit\ obryli.thlt .
'int lotlos lib: ttIonlit Ins to,le st.hool .

\
l

1

Table 6. Time and place of occurrence', by number of victimi and
offenders, intimate crimes .of violence

Tinto and place
a( occur ronce

Total locklonla

114y tun.?

nvni own lionto
loan!. nuetrttititIvntial butlding
On 'klieg% 01 10 perk. playground.
...-lioolgrciond, and park tng lot 14.0

Elsewhor-o' 12.2

1 wo qcgioro
wo nr more -Two ot miry

'Total r, Ono oflondor londor n Om, offender olfundorn
-1.-1.009,000 79.7 10.8 7.6 2.0

100,0. k .

49.1 1').1 \ 6.1 1.1 1.0
16.1c 11.5 i I .1 1.5 0.4
6.2 "..7 .'1.1.; 0.1 1'71

Nkshuirne 50.1
Inaide or OW oyn horny
Inside nonrtaidclittal bolltlIng 1:6
On atraot or th park. playgiuund.
at hooltiround, and fuyit- Ins lot 11.7

ElAowher01 7.6
Not known/not 41941 NW, . 0,6

10.1 t,,: 0.1
9.9 :1.1 I'40.0 .4.7 4.4

21.6 '1.9 2.1
3 a 1 ) 01 0.4

0.6 1 17 11.1
I6.1 10.7 0.1,

0.5 .1 'II ( 'I.)

N1.)T1::: Detail may nut add to total Shown (10Conce ..f tOonding.
7 Reprecente let, than 0.U'I.)1e1.t ant.
'I:Muncie, hem/don about 10 or fOlvvr namp6. ra1, atanid n oIly unrIlidble.,
'10-ClutlegltIC,ItiOntg 1113 I de school.

0.4
'0 .2

1'7.)
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Table 7. Number of victims, by.victim-offender relationship

Rolationship Total' ;43ne Two
kr... Or
1110r0

Intimate 3.009,000 3,446,000 " . i71,000 0 88.490 t100.0 90.2 . 7,2Well known 2f517.000{. 2,284,0101 171,000 60,000
A 100.0 90.7 691101Iited 1 ,150 ,000 1 ,633,000 91,001 24,000'100.0 09.8 0.1 . 2.1Not .0.ailable 140,000 129,000 0,000 4,000. 100.0 91.7 '5.6 '2.6NIntultatAte 14,115.000 ' 12.311,000 1,288,000 505,000

100.0 073 ' '7.1 Y6
NOTE. Detail may not Aid to totI shown because of rounding.

4 'Ettmate, based on About 10 or fewer %ample case., Is atAtistically unreliable. ,

eft

-

0,

)
Table 8. Number of victims, by detailed intimate reiationship -

....
.

(single-off ender incidents), I
%

,
, 4i tI

.

4

a A'

.

Rol/0100014f Total Ova Two
Three or
mar.-*-

Well known 201.5000
100.0 91.0 2.0Related lj,055:000.

100.0 40.1 7.7 2.1616:000
10030 91.0 4,1 '0.9Poreat 57,060
100.0 77.5 '15.1 '7.4Own chlkd 39,000

7 100.0 770 (22.1 '0.0Brother/lister' 76,000
.100.0 14.7 19.9

Other relatwe 269,000
100.0 04,0 11 .5 '3.7 7-74ot Available 140,000
100.0 91.7 '5.6 '2.6

NO1 E. Detail May not Add to CilI Shown ifeCause Of rounding.
't..tunato, bated on zoro Or oJ about 10 or fewer samplo CA308, 23 statistically unreliable.'

fa.

4

Ka.

.44rt
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.0

r"
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Table 9, Number of offenders, by viatim-offenderarelationship

R111411onship f64.4i tine Two

Intimatu 3,809,000 3,3/2,000 146,000
100.0 87.2 6,1

Millknown 1 2.517,000 2,125.000 192,000
100.0 84.5 7.6

Related 1,130.000 1.011,000 54,000
100.0 91.7 .4.7

Not available 140.000 140.000
100.0 100.0 '0.0

Nontollmate 14.125.000 8.659,000 2.376.000
100.0 61.3 16.8

_ _
NOTE, Detil may not add to total shown tlerCinr. 01 r01.100Ing.

41:11111nale, balled on sere or on ab0ut 10 or fewer temple casest, I. atattaticatIly onreliable.

Table 10. Number of victims and offenders, by m-offender relationship
a

,

ebreu or
more

Multiple
not Available

E38,000 1,000
.6.2 '0.1

190,000 3,000
7.8 '0.1

41,000 0
1.6 '0.0

0 0
'0.0 '0.0

2.981,000 r06,000
21.1 0.8

14

Number of victims
aml offonclurs

N1)11i1114114I111 4

e clown 0 .10

Number
Percent of
Inc identaIStimber

Percent-0T
Incidetas Number

Percent 4.4
incident t Number -

crc7,7-117
lec Went v

fut.! 1.809,000 100.0 2,517,000 100.0 1,150,000 300.0 14,125,000 t00.0

One vk ttm 1.446.000 910 2.284,000 90.1 1,011,000 89.8 12,111.,000 87.3
1 offender 3,014.000 79.7 1,952.000 77.6 952,000 82.8 7,764.000 55.0
I. offenders 211,Q00 5.5 165.000 6.6 46,000 4.0 2,031,000 14.4
3 or mortr of fendur 198,000 5.2 163.000 6.3 )5,000 1.0 2,447,000_ 17.1
Multipin not avallibli 0.1 1,000 '0.1 0 '0.0' 89,000 0.0

Tv victim, 175,000 44 7,2 173,000 0.9 9),000 8.1 1,200,000 9.1
I °flan 219,000 5.8 110,000 i.2 81.000 7.0 660.000 4.7
2 offences 12- 27 ,000 0.7 20.000 0.8 7,000 4.6 264,000 1.9
1 or inure oftuilders 10.000 0.7 11,000 0.9 5.000 ' '0.4 ( 151.000 1.1
Multiple not ,!vailable 0 '0.0 0 '0.0 0 '0.0 14.000 0.1

Throe ur indre victim's
1 offender
2 01IentfOri
3 or more offenders
Multiple not available

88,000
69.000
8,000
12.000

0

2.1
1.8

'0.2

'0,1

'0.0

60,000
41,000
7,000

10,000

2.4
1.7

'0.1

'0.4
'0.0

24,000
22,000
1,000

z,000
o

2.1

1.9

'0.1

0.0

,505j000'
235.000

81.000
105,000'

4,000

).6
.1.7
0.6
1.3
0.0 7

NOTEI Detail may not Add to total shown because of rounding,
'Includes InCldents In which the type of intimate relationship was not avaitable.
'Estimate, based on zero or on 41,001 10 or fewer eemple crieex, le unreliable-

t: A,

*
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Table 11. Weapons use, by victim-offender relationship

11.

I
t,1111.16

1.0.0

1.no4,000
100.0

Wr.s pro01 Don'l

1{9,000

1,7

1.149.000
11,4

2.411,000

1411 kno,r1 2,411,000 744.000- 1.641,000 I05.000
100.0 10.4 0.4 4,2

1 n0,0011 11'..01111 /16,000 20.000
1 MI, 11 64.0

N.:1 .tx 4016111r 140,000 49.000 86.000 6.00o
ti 61.0 1.1

4. 1 I 000 N.4 000 7.146.1100 1. 111, 4,R1
100.0 10.5

IT 1 1- 1.14*1-1 41 II 17.4 .1.1(1-TP. T..1.,t Ii..wit T/1, 40."1 -41:0),1
0 ./( 4))010 10 or, fvwer stn0I.. I as.... is slaits16t 0110 00n-4141)1r

Table 12. Weapons,use, by detailed intimate relationship
(single-offender incidents)

4. f.

W011 N1.0.11

r".
To14,1 "aaapun proact0l .1.4 0P01, .Don't know

z,t45,00l)

80. 0
I LAS 000

So. 1 66.0 Li
100.0 1.!.

I p4000 614.000
100.0 24.0 71.0 '1.

1-.11 1v111 57,000
100.0 41,7 41.5 '2.0

1.1.-n had 18.000

41*
100.0

'0.0
t11,41110Y/ 014,0" 74,000

100.0 40.0 60.0 '0.o
11011,c rriauve Z60,000

100,0 19.1 56.5 4.4'
avati.01, 110.000

100.0 11.7 61.0 '1.1
NIllf 1 00,Al no1 ot.10 IA 10141 shown 134* 01.1441 of

11 A /IMO / 0 or fewer 4;0411v :1404, 14 4141 101 1CillY unreliA10.

(.1

4

4--

4.1



Table 13, Type of weapon, by victim-offend r relationship

el*klonAldp Nyo11,011 pi Instil 1 troacns Knife **5-7,. othrr ,

Inttowo ,I99,000 10,1 11.9 t 56.4

W11 known 764.000 41.4 14.0 39.8

ItelAlud 185,000 15.8 31,4 r. 49.0

tint AvitlAbla 49,000 16.1 33.0 10.9

hortintimato 5,4 l',.000 11.8 .-, 11,5 : /5.5

Pit trF 1/111 may 4.1,1 In moll than 100 perrent hnret0., of multtple reopone,, .
hoAd ilhont 10 or tewer stntipl ases. t 141104K Ally unreIlAblo.

1 ype unknown
..................-.

5.8
5.0
7.5
'5.0
6.3

Table 14, Type of weapon; by detailed intimate relationship
(single-offender incidents)

RrlittlonshIp Weepon proient tirenren Kettle Other

Well known 644.000 27.6 11.9 37.1t'it
tinkled 146,000 15.4 34.0 40.3

!Spoo$.440A-411,0UAQ 161.000 11.0 10.0 12.9

Parent 45,000 40.9 '46.0 '26.5

CAn chtld 41,000 '17.9 '20.0 '30.3

1AI-other/ slate'r 10,000 '21.0 42.1 '25.7
Otcr rolAtIvo i01.000 42.0 30.5 41.9

Not Ivzotablo 49,000 26.1 33.0 38.9

,. NI tl t :
Detail shay add to tont* than Itht port ont hocanct. of mulliplo re*on.rile.

'EttImAfo, hAtttd on eboul 10 or Iewdr sample CAI VS, IS slAlksIlcAlIy unrollable.

0

o

Type unknown

5.0
7.1

8.0
'10.7

'8.2

'3.8

'5.0
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Table 15. Nature of the incident, by victim-offender relationship

itybolun.hip, Ttom Threat Tot.1 A uchp k.d eCo jTte
Intimato

1,807,000 1.521.000 1.288.000 (54.000 4.1)4,000100.0 19.9 60.1 4.0 56,0Weil kuussi 4,517.000 1,102.000 1.414.odi 109.000 1.101.000100,0 41.8 544 4.) 51.91,150.000 778,000 774,000 19.000 771,000td0.0 12.9 67.1 1.4 41.7,
N t40,000 40,000 109.000 5,000 95,000100.0 to, 6 71.4 I.9 67.5N...linliritte 14. t Z5,000 ..k.,..2 6.618.000 7,507,000 790.000 6,716,000----- 100.0

1(2,9 s- 51.1 5.6 47.1-- --
NI11 F.. Ulotati may nOt add tu total shown berauo of rounding.

'F stnusto, 11141104;116bilUt (0 or (ewer soorpli, t'Asers, Is statistically unreliable.

Table 16. Nature of the Incident, by detailed intimate relationship
(single-offender incidents)

Relationship

Well known

Twat Throm fr Aagsk
C 145-fea

4125,000
100.0 14.0 56.0 4,1 51.9nelatud 1.055.000
100.0 )1.7 60.c 3.4 65.1Spouse/ex-spouse 416,000
100,0 25.1 74.7 2.0 72:7Pat ent 57,000
IQQ.Q 39.9 60.1

59.3()wit child
38.000

)4.1 45.7 '4.7 61.2Urottser int*.tor 74.000

27.4' 72.6 6.0 66.6ither rrIaItvt. Z68. 0to.
1 .0 45.7 54.7 5.2 49,1140,q100 I.
100.0 Lf1.6 71,4 '3.9 67%5

611-11 Es Detail may nut add to total shown IMICAONO ol rounding.
'Estimate. based on about 1.0 or lower tiltripto c44" 14 11A11411C4Ily unreliable.

9

4
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Table 1t Typo of throat by detailed Intimate reiationship (single-offender incidnts)

IttlattOnsbie Total
Verbal threat
of ttach

Verbal 1111E.11

of rape

Weapon present
or threatened

«with Weapon .
rolltnesd,
aurrounded Other

Wel1,1tpown 935,000 83.2 '0.7 29.6 1,9 7,7
Related 134,000 V 76.6 '1.I )9.o 3.7

Npouseirx.apouee, 136,000 61.8 32.0 '4.7 13.6
Parent 21.000 67.5 '0.0 i1.0 '0.0 '11.1 5'
Own child 11,000 '14.5 '0.0 '71.9 '0.0 1 '8.0
Brother/ slaty,' . 21.000 39.8 '0.0 '44.2 '0.0 '7.9
(1.ther relative 122.000 73.0 4.9 40.8 \

Mel iyitIlkblt. AQ.O.00 _16.J 10.0
A

NOiti Dtall may add to misre than 100 petcent becam of multiple response. .

'Itattotate. bated on taro or on about90 or fewer sample Ohlte, statistklly unreliable.

Table 18. Type of dompleted attack, by detailed intimate relationship (single-offender
Incidents)

Ifilation4h1p

.-v Bit with s.

. object held Hit by ,
Tried to in hand, shot, thrown Bit, lapped, Grabbed. held,

Total - Raped rape knifed object knocked clown pushed, etc . ' Other

Well known
Related

$pouseht-pinisr
Parent
0et14 oblld
brothedeleler
Other raativit

Not available

1.104,000 2 .4 Lb 16.9 v .0 .69.1 364 12.0
687,000 '1.3 1.0 15.7 3.3 . '75.0 36.6 15.0
448..000 '0.6 '1.6 11.1 4.2

\15.5
80.7 37.0 13.0

34.000 .'0.0 , '0.0 '23.8 74.2 32.6 '24.7
23,000 '0.0 '0.0 '28.9 '0.0 64.3 43.6

,i, 50.000 10.0 '0.0 / 27.5 '0.4, t., 66.0 29.3 ,11.1 fr,

131.000 '3.3 19,3 '1,5 60,5 )111,Z 20.3
95,060

,mi4..3z.
'2%5 19.3 '4.6 55.7 29.3 ' 16.7

NOTE+ Detail may not add to 100 percent becaus of mulllple response.
stImite, besed on zero or on about 10 or fewer sanspld statistically unreliable.

p.

1,

'1

a

Li

C.
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Table 19. Nature of the incident and otection, tm-off(kMder relationship

Relationship

Sell-
T,LIttal"

Sul -

1.1,n Nu.ber !aka t
1004 urPti

Nunibor

proloctIvo pro is, als

Numhor.
19umb,-r Isken N \tuber Inkon

rneciures

1,414,000

!Minion, 1,809,000 66,2 1.3at.ono ( l .2 .! .280.4 .000Well known 66,0 1,102.000 9.1
7 71 . (AO

Heisted 1,150,000 67.1 178,000

2.117,000

Not It...liable 140.000 39,7 10.000 311.1
.6

100,000NottintImAtv 14.1'2.).°U0 6S S 6,618..000 ( ' ,1 1,101.000
4

r4sYrI. : inriy out add 10 tutsI shown itecause 04 roonding,
basyt1 stn ettout 10 or fewer sample r-asos, Is stall tIcally nrektable,.e

- Boil-
me/V.1.11'os

g

M03000 ,t`11

prolactico protucli've
measurer.

I lakenr
78.4 2.114.000 " '68.9

(1,"17., 114.000
80.5 1.305,0001 0

70.6
713.00067.4 19

'71.1
71,5 67.1

60.0
7-1.6 '6.714(3, :08000"

17: 101 .." 17 7 9 0 . 0 0 0
-0-:-.-i-.

\ \Table 20. Nature of the incident and self-prot tion, by detailed I limate relationship
lo(single-offender

incidents)

n)41 hrut
heti-
prolet
nira.urio.

Iltlahpn.h1 Numb,' r ink on
_ -..

Well-et:own 2.125.000 66.1
16.,tstet1 I .059,000 67.1

Own child
Pa r ern

616.000
57.000
18,000 ' 6770

66.7
72,1

sp,w,c/0,:-hpuut.0.

n rotherla I rt..r 76.000 s 67.0(Mier rylativt 16a.000 66.7
Not ov411o4,4tr N. 1-30,000 39.7

r

915.000
11-1.000
156,000
.21,000
11,000
21.000

122.000
In.noo

;MVA4ureNN

,'"1

68.1
72.1

'10.8

61.4
17.1

No,111,..r

prolICA
(tWaVra:h
110,141

/A

iteli

to.
.01,1;nr

?Nonnlo. tat, ..1.

90.1 f : 441-101) may 01,4 ,,dd 10 11)111 5h0vett bet r0ttc,g11,g,Iltprekt.01. 14. ih.ln 100.
'1.411818te, bitvert on about It) or lewor ampl cnrw. .1.0111 lannInthl,

3.

'

'

191 .000
720. 0110 +,,
-161 .000

1.1,000
24.000
45,00o

143.000
Inn. inn'

,Jr

71.9
67.1
66 1

71.1
61.0
72.1
68.2
60.7

87,00i 02.0
31,001 111.0
12.00C 95.2

(4 '100.0
21900 '100.0
.3,000 485 . I

14,000 '17.0
5,000 '71.1

3 3

V.°

Tat-
pr..It III l
Mt ..1.11,

.4 r tsitttt

1 .1h4 .000 71.1
687,000 66.8
4-18,000
34,000
21,000
'10.000

111.000
93,000-

65.3
72.3.
64.1
71.4
69.4
60.0

5-

It



Table 21 Nature (if the inch:hint and type of self-protection taken, by victim-offender
relationship

_..._ Attrt -;-- -A-
i t gyi! I c ..

---7(

A.-Um
("Tune .1441

11Igt lonship TotI Active Paaiiivo l'Ut-al" Acilvi.' Pcis-aLe.:-. Yoi-ai Its,* Tf4.4104 Toi-.41' -At the Prisnly.-=

-..

InlImale 741,000 129,000 612,000 116,000 10,000 30,0001.219,000 685,000 534,000 1,131,0110 435.000 474,000

100.0 17 4 82.6 100.0 34.2 ' 41.8 100.0 1,1.1 43.1 1011 . 0 57.9 4.1.1

Wall knogin 511,000 95.000 416.000 149.000 414.000 113,000 61,000 4 1,000 )8,0110 701 ,000 410.000 217,000

too -0 18,6 81.4 100,0 39.0 41.0 100.0 17.4 62 .,1 100.0

1101aled 211,000 11,000 1131.000 1,19,000 i 99.000 ;00,1100 22 ,rino i .000 111, 00o 111.000 1956:(1011 10.01

100.0 14./ 85.1 100.0 49.8 30.2 100.0 '19.3 ' 00.3 100.0 51.0 -MA

Nol .rallable 17,000 0.000 13.000 31.000 12.000 18.000 4,000 1,000 1.000 41,000 10.000 11,000

100.0 '16.1 61.7 0 44.1 13.9 '100.0 '64,9 '11.1 100.0 41.9 16.1

N0,1101101131.1 1.101,000 615000 2 ..1-06.000 1,918.1.100 :, I ,I: .0011 . I ; t.,t; 060 441.000 i 1 ; ,000 1 la ,o00 _1,474 0000 .! 0106.000 I .1'11.000

100.0 19.8 00.2 (00,0 43.9 ,14.1 100.0 25.0 )3.0 100.0 31.9 .10.1

g .

NOT Er Dstall rimy not add to 100 poicoot bscouao of rounding. Table: bmiod upon 1974-76 data.
'13;alimiitii, based on shoot 10 or fewer temple cesoa, is ala1isticailv uncollObio.

Table 22. Nature of the incident and type of self.protection taken, by detailed ihtimate
, relationship (single-offender incidents)

'10
Fisloti000ldp

ThteAl Mem},

_rt.2P.Iflive-
_

Tolai Active -17:71°.--1/31111...oPassive stist
"__,_
rassivo

Moll known 42.4,000 000 31.001)

100.0 113.6 81.4 100.0 59.4 40.6 100.0 11.0 16..2
11.1ted 185,000 , 172,000 20,000

100.0 05.0 100.0 48.8 51.1. 100.0 'MO 01.2

Sicamoffax-opoullo 07,000 224,000 9,000

Mac it
100.0

15,000
14.7.

.

.05.0 , 100.0
21.000

46.9 53.1 '100.0
o

' 4k,1 '70,5

100.0 '0.0 lon.n, 100.0 :30.1 69.7 '0.0 '0.0 '0.0

Olt child 4,000 14.000 1,000
'100.0 122. .1 '77.9 ''. 100.0 '113.9 '61 sl '100.0 '0 o '100.0

Drotherf lister 8,000 31,000 4.000
'100.0 '34.6 '65.4 100,0 61.1 18.7 '1001.0 14..6 665 4

'Other rolativa 69,000
. 100.0

t '

16.1

82,000
01.9 100.0 S5.8 44d

6,d00
'100.0 ,..e '89.0

Nol ovolloblo 17,000 51,000 . 4 4.900
100.0 '16.3 83.7 1100.0 . 84.1 35,9 '100.0 '66.9 '33.1

1.-----__ -a

040111 Datiftill may no
*Ornate .141108 0

t add to penitent
I"fry Or on shout 1

1

beceuto 01 rnundl nit.v4rable beisedi upon 1974-76 dots.
0 or fewer girlish, cgs Is sIghstIcslly 1mi-tillable. e/

,
tn...

.4

ar-

c mull/tad
17,tTri rho; Tri;eivo

601.000
100.0 hi .4 30 .11

151,000
100.0 %OA, 41.4

215.000

21,000
100.0 40.0

100.0 'i0.3

12.000
100.0 '44.?

27.000
100.0 63.1

76,000
100.0 $9.1

47,000
100.0 63.9 16.

.

31
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Table 23. Summary measures, victim-offender interaction, by victierbffender relationship

Weapon I lryarm Attached oil beltspuo(eation Active rdaponeRelattunaldp Talal present pteannt attempted .11141(4, taken to compleked li(ack '_1
VIntimate 1.809.000 11.5 9:5 60.1 66.2 221641011 know.% 1,511.000 )0.4 8.) 56.1 ' 66.0 '12.76Ralated 14150,000 )).5 11,0 67.1 67.1Not A.A1lAbl44 140,000 14.1 9.1 71.4 19.717/1441num441t4 14.125.000 10.5 12.2 53.1 65.8 19.6

.1974 46 dais Igor*. 644.4.1 1114 1..1141Wlflg 1014144 2,902.000; 1.90,1,000, 090,0004
,_

107,0004 10.604.000.,
..._.. . _

Table 24. Summary measures, victim-offender interaction, by (Jellified intimate relationship
(single-offendei incidents),

Itelationalop lotal
Weapon
mason'

firearm
presvnt

ked or
attempftd attat I.

.1.1(-pr4.140111on
taken

Ac %.cV respense

e to completed atiack '
Wal1 known 2.125,0011 10.1 8.4 56.0

Le.2-Italalv0 1,055.000 11.8 11.6 60.1
6676..11

21.8'pousv/es spouse 616,000. .si'6 li 8.5 -- 74,7 66.7 22.0t'a rent 57,000 43.7 17.9 60.1 71.7 '11.60,,n .6461 10,000 54.1 '20.6 65.9 67.0 '22.611rothor!sts4er 76.000 40-0 '9.6 72.6 67.0 29.2(ntter 2611,000 19.1 16.4 54.1 66.7 20.9Noi a. 140.000 14.7 9.1 71.4 59.7 .!7-9. . .

!4, '1414. 1 lullwaog 104a344 1.509.0004 017,000; 469.000: 47,0004 2.1.0004 61.0004tEsIlmalo. based on aboul, 10 or fewer aampl.. (44Q,, 14 slallslically unreliable.

t\\

41.

4.

216,0004 107,000.



Table,25. Victim injury, by victim-offender relationship

Rwialleothip

I ntletals

Well know.,

Related

Not Avail ably

Nonintheat

_41.4.qk ond attxrnpltil

Total
Withtod With
1njory Injury

Iniereal ' 13rulaes, bliaa

Knife or Broken bones injuries, eyes. cuts.
Atte...MI:A gunshot or teeth knotkmi scratches,

Tolal ' flePe tape wound Itnorltud out unconecloolt swelling - Other

2,200.000 751,000
100.0 13.1

1.414.000 $20000
100.0 16.0

71t.000- 192.000
100.0 24.8

100.000 45.000
100.0 45.2

7,507,00433,430,000
100.0 . 41.7

1,530,000 1,5)0,00Q 2.3 1.2 5.1
66.9

894,000 894,000 2.7 '1.1 5.5
63.2

480,000 580,000 '1.1 '1.2 4.8
75.2

ii.040 70.000 '7.7 '7.3 '2.3
. ¶4.11

4.077.000 4,077,000 3.4 1.6 6.1
54.3

(4.4

6,. 3

82.7 16.1

81.8

84.)

78.7

6.2 82.2

NOT141 Detail mey.not sold to tutsl shown bcause 0( ro4ndIn8.
.,Adris to our* than 100 pereeni becaure of multiple fairies.
'Eatimete, Weed on about 10 or fewer xample caue. t ata(iattcIly unreliable.

Table 26. Victim' injury, by detailed intimate relationship (single-offender incidents)

,S

. Litteck end etteno$441:1t*Ak Injury '
it Inirnsl llrultlea, black

Knife or flrolten bone. inJullea, eye., eut
Without With Attempted Sunhot or teeth knocked seratchee,

ReletIonahlp To141 Injury Injury Total Ripe rape wound . knocked out unconalous ewolling
.,

<

WellItnown 1,104,000 ".
100.0 31.8 68.2 753,000 3.2 '1.3 6.0

[tow 607,000
100.0 21.0 79.0 543,000 '1.2 '1.3 4.6

Spouse/es-spouse 448,000 r
100.0 19.1 80.9 363,000 '0.7 '1.) '1.7

Parent 34,
I .0 "10.7 09.1 30,000 '0.0 '0.0 *7,2

Own child 2.1,000
100.0 '20.4 79.6 19,000 !O.() '0.0 '7.11

ttrother/ Meter 50,000
100.0 22 .7 77,3 39 k000 '0.0 40.0 'I.0

Other rlative 131,000
100.0 29.6 70.4. 93,000 '4.4 '2.2 '9.7

Ntit available 95,000 4

100.b 42.1 51.9 55,000 '7.2 '2.3 '2.3
-b

NOTIC1 Detail may not add to total shown because of rounding.
.Adde to wore than 100/percent becus of multiple entries.
'1Etireete, beeml on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample caeca, ia ttiatically unreliable.

Other

5,7
4

5.6

5.6

58

80.1

84.3

15.8

17.1

6.9 7.0 87.4 16.2

'4.1 '0.0 1...., 68.Q '22.4

'0.0 '6.3 92.2 '12.7

'0.0 '0,0 115.1
c

'4.5 '5.6 69.0 24.7

'11.8 '4.6 78.7 '15.8

33
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Table It7.

*

S.

111,11edical attention, by viictim:offender relationatip

N a, alev

NI.m1111"1141. 7. .

rIl1I Druid
Ian/hale h

Table 2
f

1,,jory
No 16.61 aI Medi, al

t.nt 1.1n al lent eet
re, eiicl re, el rcd

1 .01 .1101) 511,000
66. 41.5
,111111 81111

66 . 6 11.4
tIt .000 !.I6 .080

' I I 8
I ,11011 I it
,1

,_11,1 041111- 4414 . 01111
(A .6 ih .4

ItI aeld Io ("tat shnwti 4111.41' II r 1IlII(1 .
r abLid le et fewer ,,arnille I A 1 R 1 /111%11.

Ilyatirttl
10141 01,

i n. et I"
4141111 4 (4 r?.

41.)

I/..)

Other avallelde

28.

tat

- _

t

.

1 Medical atte9tion, by detailed intimate relOonship (single-offender incidents)

Italatloq.1IR . Eutal
/ -.-

Wall krSwn
r Y

751. 0

3 jfUlifirtx-*pnows
I

i M3
1 .1)

rent 3 ,000
100.0

)wn child 19.000i 100.0
; Brother/ veer 39,000

100.0/ Othe; rdt.attva 11,000
4 100.0;

7 Not AY3114ble 55.000
100.0

,

-
Injury

---..-----,"' f`114If c4k1 f,4119111.11/0 rTSINyviNo metical 'Tier& al . ...attention all Oral ttAl
received reCc(Ved Teicil

I npalienl Ewe I gem: y
can!--...- ----...

C a r t, I 00r11

*254,000

r
Nut
available

66.) ( 13.7 100.0 16.9 5,1.6
181,000.. 66.6 31.4 too.g 16.6 56,7
117,000

67.9 '1Z .1 100.0 , 17.Z 51.2
6,000

78.4 '21.6 '100.0 '27 .4 '29.0
8,000

46.1 '11.1 '100.0 '0.0
11,000

72 .2 47.8 100.0 '0.0-
19,000

511.2 44.8 100.0 '21.1 50.3
10,000

61.9 32.1 100.0 '13.6 '148.01
NOTEr Niall may 0.0t 411461 to total Shown hecAnve of .rokmdillg.

1Z ItIMate basori on Atm or on aboot 10 or lower Harnpli efiael fh onroliahlo.

e'

VP .0

45.4

27.5

'42.7

'15.4

'16.6

'20.6

'38.4

'0.4

1,3

'

'0.0

'0.0

'0.0

0.0

4
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Table 29. Medical expenses, by victim-offender relationship

tJti 0.

...?

Modn.ol.exponato.
Nni known s-nd

Modlcal allonnon raccilind
)17;.r71ZIT-al--'

RelAllonship' Trdn1 ovonaon ../renCa 1.oal 1 nag 1161n SSO $40 $149 $240 or more avallaide
--.4..... _,.1 . _ -

(Minoan ; S11.008 011,000 42'1,000 4:S.000
100,0 11.1 112.9 100.0 II .21 11.2. 16 .0

Woll knorn 294,000 59,000 240,000 140,000
100.0 19.6 A0.4 NM 0 ..4.11 II.)

144146,1 1411. ,11110 ; 1. 000 1/4,111)11 1 /4,000
100.0 11.6 00.4 100.0 st1.2 11,1 I. .1)

Nni awaIlabto 10,000 6000 11,099, 11,000
'1 Mil 0 *14.4 64.1 I th1.1i 11-11.1' '

..vonintootto '1.440.000 465,000 1.17'1,000 1.174.001)
100.0 18.4 III .6 100.0 3. 21.1, 16,1 11.11

NOTEi NO1all may not add to I lIn *1)0..0 InK twat* 01 1..u101))41,
'Eslitualo, based nit about 10 or toWor sample I sees , Is alsilsilvally

Table 30, Medical expenses, by detailed intimate relationship (single-offender incidents)

Relationship' Tolal 1 oaa than

Medical expenses

$250 or mornTotal
No medical
vrpenses

Medical
uxponsorf $50 $SO- $149

Nol known and
not eailohle

Wal/ knowr\ 254,000 201.000
100.0 21.) 78.9 100.0 24.0 25.1 10.5 3') . 3

Related 181.000 160,000
1 GO . 0 124 88.0 100.0 )0.2 12.0 32.5

ripouativ't\-spottae . 117.000 102,000
15,3

100.0 t).0 100.0 26.2 70.5 14.2 29.2
NINO 6,000 6,000

100.0 '5.2 "94.0 '100.0 q1.1.0 '39.6 47.0 '40.4
Own child 8.000 t1,000

'100.0 '0.0 '100.0 '10C.0 '70.0 "30.0 '0.0 '0.0
tirothar/slator 11,000 8.000

100.0 '18.0 '71.0 '100.0 '28.0 '7.6 '63.4
6ther rolativ 39,000 36,000

100.0 '8.0 92.0 100.0 34.8 '10.9 '11.0. .11.1
Not avaIlabl 16.00o 11.000

100.0 '15,9 100.0 '10.1 '11.0 10,5 '08.441

NOTE) Chelan /11 y not add 10 totel shtiwn because of rounding.
'Estimate, ha ed no zeo or.on ,lbout 10 Or fower *ample cases, Is statistically unreliable,

,
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Tablo 31. Loss of .tims from work, by victim-offender relationship

Itolotioftottlit 11... lost
re,

fetal No u.. oat 'rime Irna- _istrotifo,
(A1111 1 day 1-5 days 6 clays or wore Noi know,*

Intimate ),001,000
10.0

3,364;70 441,000
11.6 '

413,000
160.0 24.2 50.2 23.2 2.314.1i known 2,517,000 2,277,000 239,000 239,000

A 100.0- 90.5 9.5 100.0 29.3' 43.6 24.1Related 1,150.000 967,600 184,000 184,000
100.0 94.0 16.0 100.0 17.2 58.6 22.9 '1.4Hot itvIlobl 140,000 121.000 120.000 20,1300
100.0 116.0 14.0 100.0 '27,4 '50.7Nootnitsaate 344 i 21.0.ao iz,sod,000 -1,)11,000 1,315,000
100.0 40.7 9.3 100.0 26.7 47.1 24.2 2.1

NOTE* Detail risky not add to total shown because of rounding.
'estimate. bored on about 10 or fewer ample cavils, I. statistically unrillab)e.

Table 32. Loss of tImve from work, by detailed Intimate relationship (single-offenderincidants)

Relationship
TOlal

Artioynt oLllms lostNo tIrs. 1041 Tiede lost Total Lses then I Jay 1-5 day 4-days or more Not knownWell known 2,125,000 196,000
100.0 90.11 9.2 100.0 20.3 44.0 26.2 '1.2Related 1,055,000 164,000100.0 114.4 15.6 4 100.0 17.0 59.0 22.3SpouseOes -spouse 6167000 94,000

Parent
100.0

57,000
04.1 15.9 100.0

9,000
12.6 67.7 19.5 '0.0

100.0 05.1 '14,9 '1 oo .0 '11.3 '51.9 .28.8 . .0.0Own child 311,000 9,000 t100.0 75.3 '24.7 '100.0 '13.0 '55.6 '31.4 '0.0erother/Ister 76,000 11,000
100.0 05.7 4 14.3 100.0 '23.6 '16.1 - '11.9Other relative 2841,000 37,000100.0 06.0 14.0 100.0 '19.5 52.7 27.0 '0.0Not available 140,000

20,000100.0 16.0 14.0 100.0 '27,8 '50.7 '16.0 '5.5
NOTE' Detail way net add to total shoWn bakcatise of rOunding.

'retinal., bailed on taro or on about 10 or fewer saskple cases, Is statistically unrollabls.

1
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Table 33.
1

Reporting to the police, by victim-offender relationship
Mt"

ItetatIonahlp . Tot.' Reported
put
nopOrtod

Nut
known ,

Intimate 1,809,000 1.699.000 2,085.000 21,000
100.0 44.6 54.7 0.6

Well known " 2.517.009 981.000 1.819,000 17,000.
100.0 19.0 60.4 0.7

1.110.000 651,000 489.000 0;000
100.0 56(ji 42.5 'Os 7Not it table 140,000 64,000 /6.000 0
100.0 44-.1 'U.O'

Nunintimat, 14,125,000 6.164,000 7.044,04p 11.7,000
100.0 43.6 55.5 0.0

NOlf.t Datail may not ad41 to total shown because of,rountlint.
'Icattmat.s. based on rant.) or nit about IQ or fewer mpls case., le lattlatIcally unreliable.

7.-
YTable 34. Raporting to the police, y detailed ri firnale relationship"

(single-Ifender incidents)

vOINAto..!41pki,

11.1attonahlp Total flaportsrl
Not
reportod

Not
known

Well known 2,125.000
100.0 37.7 61.5 0.5Rolated 1,055,000
100.0 58.0 43.3 .0.0

8pous4/ex-spousa 616,000

Parent
100,0 ,

57,000
56.8 A2,6 %Oa,

e

100.0 47,3 50.0 '1.9
Own child 38,000

50.5 39.7 '1,6
Brother/ister 76.000

100.0 53.6 45.7 '0.7
Other relative 268.000

100.0 56.2 47.0
Not avAllable #40,000

100.0 43.7 I 540 'o.o

NOTra 0.1401 may not add to total *hown bocatnio of rounding.
'Eatlmeta, tweed on.xaro or oriebout-10 or tawir *Ample 001,111411, Ic at*Neully ttnrelkable,

4

A

;..nt ',:#11.1"r. 4411454,14...40.147.2.0r 41158451t5kftnttts, Itertme- 4,a sa 0, . .

Ar 40M1- 41' ",gallog ,.1;8413illnir$
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Table 35. Reasons for not reporting to the police, by victim-offender relationship

i
--

Did holqv.
Nuthlog-tould Not Pollce would Tuu inconvo- , Private went Reported to

. Le dOpet Im k iropoilant not want to ntent or time 0* pursoltal to gut
mtillur

Voar of obtosoneTotal ci grool be bothered Consuming InvolvOd . re1tt-1541 .,., else
r. ... 11414tionibtp cocktail

Onset....4..-,--.---...-...
,.10Intimnte P.081.000 11.1 :0.7 7.1 1100 1.1 48,1 4.2 6.6 14.8 16.4Well krtuwa 1 .519,000 t 1.6 V .1.t 7.2 1.1 41.0 4.r ,, 6.5 16.9 16.8ltylAtod 11.1 8.. 9. S '0.8 ' 65.4 lig 6.5

it48719.
15.0'6.0Net svailable : tu1:3, '7, I 1,1.1_ '4.7 10.1 '4.9 '8.9 '19.1'0.0 16,4Nontnitteete / 844 .M00 .1 . ' B.3 4.4 16.1 4.0 . 5.2 14,0- .._, - .. 19.3

....\

r
... ,

-N(YI E 1)..tati ey ..11 to mre thAn prt ni alse oittple. rverulee
t'.}.:attetato,. .. ,ttrur. It/ or (toner "ItOnlphF C-AnCg ; qtaitntrchilt

Table 36 Reasons for not, reporting to the police, by detailed Intimate relationship (angle-
offender incidents)

- Dlt1 not
Nothrng t otdd . Mg ' l'ottee *dub] Tbo inconuo- prient wont Reported to

- be dont': lark tillprt tool not want to tdent nr thtto or persOnsi to gut Fenrof II0Mtlotle-176,1Atiortslitp 'rota) of proof enough be nolIter ell Consuming Metter I ov0ived reprieial olo Other..-:-1--

Wen Hoirwn ' 1 .11,1 .090 11 ,1: 25.5 6.8 -1.5 44.9 4.41 6.4 15.7 16.0ft clatott 40.0110 10.6 8..: 8.6 '0.0 1)5.7 2.9 .7 6.1 15.6Spcune 7,ex- itn-mne ;06 t ,000 'I!. . 9 1. 10.5 1.0 61.s 4.1 .8 '7.6 15.41`41,,nt .0.000 ' 4.4 -1.4 '0.0 '0.0 72.5 '0.0 '9.8 '0.0tiwn child 14.000 141.0 '0.0 '7.2 i 0,0 -147.6 0.0 '0.0 '3.9 '48.5Drollor/ sittier 15,000 'h. i , '7.5 '1,5 0.0 62.0 '0.0 '3.5 '5.5 '14.6Other rylatVe 111.000 ' 70 0.1 16.) '8.0 '1.0 72.3 '2.2 '5.2 '4.9 13.7NOt-ovatiffble 76,000- \'/.i 11.1 '4.7 '0.0 30.3 '4.9 ' 10.9 29.1,.., 16.4
. .

.., ri011; Detail may add to mote.thm, UM orr ,. ent bprouma oi molbp10 response.
'LettiinAte. based on taro or orf About 45) r (ewer anmirk7 l'elOrr, Is hotilctirlily unrel)ably.

.01
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Table 37. Summary measures; the aftermath, by victim-offender relationship
V

.'

Wel Minn/trap ' Thiel Injured

ttequIred
mvMcal
ttentiOn .

Medics)
a. coat

Incurred

It...J*14161w

::=VncY
treatment

Intimate..
Weil know"
Deleted
Rot avellable

No111611,64(.2

.

1.899,600
2.517.000
1 ;110,000

140,000
14,125.000

-a a.

t"
40.4
15.1
50%4-
19,1'
28.9

13.1
11.9
17.1
12.1
in./

11.2
9.5

15.1
8.0
8.1

9.6
8.1

12.) it.

7.7
7.6.

...

,

...

'377urh.-

A

,/.1 UAW leo

11.6 ,

Reported tu

9.1 19.0,.
16.0 16.8
14.0 45.7

, , 9.1 41.6
. - ...

- I

Table 38. Summary measures, the aftermath, by detailed intimate relationship (single-
offender incidents)

Roletlonehlp Injured

S.

Required
'Medical
attention

74i:diced
ost

Incurred

llospktal or
emergency
room
treetment

Rork-
time lost

Reported to
pollee

*44411iinnwn 2,125,000 35.4 12.0 9.4 8.4 9.2 37.7
'Related

81,Qualt/ex-apouar
1.055,000

616,000
51.5
58.8

17.2
19.0

15.1
16.6

12.6
13.4

11.6 ,
11.9

56.0
56.8

Perent 57.000 53,0 '11.4 '10.9 '1.4.9 47.3
Own child 18,000 48.7 '21.0 '21.0 '17.8 '24.7 5.8.8
Brother/sinter 76,000 51.5 14,3 '10.1 '11.9 14.3 53.6
Other relative 268,000 14.6 14.1 11.3 11.5 14.0 56.2

Not .Aeallablu 140,000 3.9.1 12.5 13.0 7.7 14.0 45.7

a 'tstImate, 1?Raed on about 10 or (ewer sample CA906, ill statistically unreliable..
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Appendix II

Crime and victim
characteristics tables

The four tabks that follow contain information
yelating both to the specific type of viol t .orsonal

nue committed .by intimales an1 -twill-16nm e
to selected characteristics of the victims. As was true
for the Appendix I tables, data in this section are
estimates of the total unlverse of crimes committed
against persons age 12 and older during the 1973-76
interval. These estimates, like others, vary in their
degree of reliability and are subject to the same kinds

--of sampling and nonsampling errors discussed in Ap-
pendix IV.

The first two tables contain information relating to
type of crime (rape, robbery, or.assault) for the major
analytical groupings (Table A) and the more detailed
categories of intimates (Table B). To summarite, the
findings show that:

Assault was far and away the most common
crime, irresptctive of the relatipnship between victim
and offender.

Compared with nonintimate crimes, a higher
proportion of incidents involving friends, neighbors,
or r alit* were assaults, particularly simple
a Ss U Its.

* s might be expected, thOt was very rare in inti-
ate encoUnters. However, a fourth of the noninti-

-Mate crimes Were robberies.
Tables C and 1.), also based on survey results for

1973-76, provide estimates by sex, race, marital
status, and annual family income. Totals in these two
tables are greater than those in the preceding
tabulations because the vicarnizqtion is the unit of
measure, AM, .as noted earlier, multiple victim-
izations took .place in a number of incidents (see the
technical notes and glossay).

Extreme caution must be exercised when utilizing
data relating to victim characteristics, and inferences
concerning relative vulnerability should not be drawn
from . the Nletails presented in Tabks C and: D.
Underreporting .-:of acts of intimate violence is
recognized as a problem in this and other surveys; it
no.doubt affects both estimates of the overall size of h
thc phenomenPn and their distribution among popu-
intim, groups.

v
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Table A. Type of violent infildent, by victim-offender relationship

Ralattonship
Crlidaie 01
violent a Rape 1'ots1

!town., y

With .
injury

Without
injury Total

Annault

Aggravated Simple

lOt1mnle 3,009,000 vt q1.002 119.000 X 151,000 108,000 - 3.378,000 1.182,000 2,196,000
108.0 . 4 .3r- 8.9 4.0 4N9 88.7 11.0 87.7

Well known I 1,513.600 16.000 222,000 04.000 118.000 2.21q.000 746.000 1.491,000
100.0 1.2 11.11 1,1 5,5 119.0 49,6 69,1

lininind ., 1 .1A0,000 10,080 102.000 60,000 41.000 1.010,000 189,000 629,000
100 0 0 .1 1,7 011,5 11.0 34.1

44n1 avn113,30.9 140,0110 4,1100 15.0710 1,000 1.000 ' 1:0,000 .11 .110(1 71 N1.000
1011.0 '4.5 10.1 '5,2 '9 .1 81.1 11.2 51,9

NonIntlow . 14,125,11011 , 492,10111 1.411.0101 1.111,1100 2,109,000 10./16,000 1, 1 11 ,0,0 6.4111,000
_1 loo- 41 -2-1 .:. f ;) II, .-) - re-. i 44,6

- -- ,- ..-
NOTE, 4betail mny not add to 100 percent Wit sus* tit rinnichnu.

'Estimate, based on *bout 10 or fewer sample t hats, is statistically unre1tabln.'' (--'4

ci 0

464,

Table Txpe of virient Incident7 by detailed intimate relationship (single-offender

r
inbidrts)

e; r/,-

IlelAtionnh1p

Wo 11 known

Related .

Epolosaies-apooau

Parent

Own child

11rolloar/ tar

Oilier rut -

riot avntlable 4

Robber.). Assault
VITCiut

Iola! MIty injury ARRraynled Simplo

.000
100.0 1.5 I 2.0 5.0 89.0 30.0 S9.7

1.0.I4 ;000
100.0 1.1 73.2 5.o 1.2 ,r-'" 89.1 11.9 55.1

616,000
100.0 . I 1.6 5.4 2.2 IP-J 30.9 59.4

17.000 0
100.0 '0 .0 10.2 .11,3 .6.7 02.0 41.9 A3.1 9

38.000
00.0 '0 .0 '8 M Pt4 . 7. 41.7 4 2' .9

'76,000
100.0 '0.0 4..1 '2.2 '1.1 91.7 )6.9 46,8

264'008
100.0 5.11 6.9 '1.1 "1.6 117.2 17,2 50,0

140,000
r00.0 '4.5 10.4 '5.2 "1.1 ,(1,5.1 11.2 'SI .9

NOTE: Detatl may nut add to 100 percent because of rounding,
4:131.11n7410, hatted op it0to or on ationi 10 or (ewer sample cases, Is Ili:Matti:Ally uttraliablo,

$4,

43
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. able C.. Selocted cl4iacteristics of victims, by victirn-Ottender
relatIqnshiii

or

Tood

ot A 1

4 . (10..1100
1100.01

W011 hnoS

1 .841 .900
1100,01

1{0111...1

1 .111.000
1100.01

10.4111a1,10.
162,000
000.01

.------

1

Nontnt )(sates

ii,140,000

1100.01

1,904 .000 1 .41t11,000 344.000( " 83,000 11..1011,0004 1.9 51.7 46.1i 50.5 09.3
h emlle

,4 12 .000 1.381.000 969,00(A 00,000 , 2'57 .00056.1 48.1 7).9 4'1 30.7Hat
Whit* 1.440. oar) 2:zn,(100 1,05:,000 141,000 14.719,0007.4 80.1 74,8 86.0Atia,k 026.000 148,000 242.000 35,000 1,175.00019.0 19.1 18,5 21.7b4; 000 -41.71170 si..000 6,000 2.16.02

r41.31 Status

1 .4 101 a
1.Z 1.4 1.3

No0or marr1041
1.860,000 1,55A,000k4., 218,000 92,000 13.094,0004).1 . 54.4' s, 19.6 56,7 01.9Mar rIttl"".. 1.201,000 718,000 57.000 47.000 (,,0)6.0002 9.6 41 .2 14.4 29 .1) 15.2I 21 ,000 98 000 21,000 0 , 470 000

ed and 0 epn r
Z .8

I .057 , 0011
1.4

42 1.080
I .0

1,1 0 ,01111
'0,0

;1,000
*

1
2 .7

t , TO,' , 000 1,21.4 14 .11 46 . 5 14.1 9.1N01 0,41.iblf. 7.000 5.000 2.000 0 40.000t0 .2 '0 .2 .%, i .:, '0.0 0.2
,Lots thhn St,000 790 .000 509.000 250,000 19,000 2,03,5,00016.4 17,13 19.1 111.9 14.0t 1,000 $ 7 499 1 ,277.000 747.000 1179,000 51.000 .1,019.00029 .5 26.1 36.4 11.2 23.64$7 , WO- 19,.999 489.00001 ill .000 1'11,0110 15,000 1 .424 000Am 1; .-1 11 ..! 11.7 9.0 11.2t 4 0 ,011(1 - $14 .4,r1 7W1. 000 370,000 188 .000 2 9,000 1,810 Arlo- In ...! 14.4 1.1.1 111.0 ZZ .2$1...000 $.'4..1,19 574,00!) 4.."1,1100 I.' 1.0461 ,026.0(t))
14.9 '1.4 11.1 11.1US ,000 or more 146,000 1,3-t ,000 .g1,0110 6.000 I ,070 .0001.4 1.9 .1 6,2Nnt Avedlable

271,000 07,000 88.000 7.000 1,107,0006.1 6.2 6.7 '4.4 7.0
- -4,1101.110..

NOrre 001811 may not add to lots) *how,. 6ocaos 01 round
'Valium)? , based on zl,rn or on About 10 or fuwer Samplo C5106, It siatIstle'ftlly unrollable,

Table D. etCied characteristics of victims, by detailed

1.471.....

Intimate relationship (singlez..

tt

,i)
k.".10

offender victimizations)

jf7t
ChAracter1011, W031 knowI Not

avall/01)Ie
1090 ex-0p005e Parent n ChIld 01 oer relalis

Tots)

Sr.%

-Mals
Fernald

" Whitt
MC*
041\or

14011,4 stAlui
.

Nover msr r led
, .hIsiqIsci

Widowed
Divorced 600 sopnr1.10,1

9101141)11901 41 0, 0 i
1n0m6
Logt110*n $1,000

4)100047.499
74,f100-49.909

410,0000414,499
W1000424,999
$45.000 OY hi&t. ?
Not ov4,110.6t0

9

0.

4:375,000
1100 .01

50.8

79..7

19.4

It4

W. /
28.1)

1.7
15.8
'0.1

18.0

10.9

7

14.6

14.8

/ 5
fl

°

1.195.000
(100 .01

64 .2
75.8

80.2
10,5
1.3

15,7
3) . il

1.11
48.5
'0.2

11.3
15,8
41.0

14..1

h .7

0

1,5" .000
4100.01

5.4
94,6

01.7
16.0

1.5

'0.8
25.1
'0.2
7 1.1
'0 .4

.20.4
15.9
9:5

14.1

10 .8

4 4.)
7 .1

..3.4

,

-0

, 000
1100.01

47.4
'14 .6

76,0
24.0
'0,0

7.1.1
19.0
10.4)
'7..7
ef.0

0.4
24.0
14 .1.

16.1

14 ,7

, 3

4 7,000
1100.0)

54,0
44.0

94.4
'1.2

'3.9

,.k.i

0.0
17.)

21.5
45.5
'10.1

'11.2
12.1

'2 .1

89.000
(100.0)

0.5
50.5

01.4
15 0

t

11.1

47.4
14 .7

0.4
'0.0

21.1'

11.0
11.5

14.0

0 .11
1,),s

M

.

.000
00.0)

/

44.9
55.1

76.0
21:5

'0.0

25 .1
48.8
4 .

21 . 1

'0.0

12.4
14.0
7,7

6.1

'

102 .000
(100.0)

50.5
49.1

74.0
71.1

1.4

'16.7 .
29.0
'0.0
14.1
'0.0

10:7
.11.4

10.0
15,1

'1.6

NOM Pe1011 msy not Add 10 ROM 09wn 1)0.604: 01 rounding
11"0116101r, 111410kd r. ern or on about 10 or lower 4510111c, C*5015 1141001CAIly unry118blo..



Appendix- ID

Technkal notes
This'section provides an explanation of concepts

and terms used in the'body of the report.. Although
not an-inclusive, the nOtes cover the most impprtant
items, and, when used in conjunction with the
glossary, should provide the necessary technical base
upon which to evaluate the findinp.

In this report the unit of measure is the incident. By
definition, an incident is a specific criminal act in-

_volving OM.: or more victims an() 4mc or more offend-
ers. The other measure used in National Crime
Survey reports, and In Tables C and of Appendix
IV relating to victiM characteristics,, is the vidim-
ization. A victimization is a specific criminal aet as it
affects a single victim. To illustrate the difference
between the two measures, if during a family feud
three individuals were assaulted, the event would pro-
duce three victimizations but only one incident.

Because the pOpose of thiOeport is to provide in-
formation on the :liaracteristics of the crime itself, it
was decided to utilize the incident as the basic
measure, even though there are some characteristics
more appropriately measured tIS victimizations.
Utilization of One measure allows for continuity

..thcougho,utlhe data tables.. In assessing the impact
on analysis it ,should be .noted that in the vast
majority of UirlieS, the two measures were
interchan cable because only one individual was vic-
timize

Intimates and nonintimates

The relationship of the victim and offender is the
major analytical focus of this report. Respondents-, of
course, determine 4.he *octs relationship between
parties; their responses 'Ire Categorized and then
reformatted for this report to form the intimate-
nonintimate break, Indivlduals considered to. be re-
lated (including ex-spouses) or well known (friends,
neighbors, classmates, co-workers, etc:,) are regarded
as intimates: others, whether strangers, 'near-
strangers; Or caWal acquaintances, are defined as
noniritintates. It should be mentioned that these
termS are not synonymous %ith the terms "non-
stranger" and "straagtir, used in other National
,Crime.Survey repCirts. The primary distinction is that
"nonstranger" includc s. casual acquaintances,
persong regarded as -nonititimates in this report.

When there was more than one offender, ihe act
was designated as intimate in .nature if one or mo.re

4

offenders-Were related Or off were well known. ThU
definition, *hilt: facilitating data tabulation, has the
potential fox understating intimate crhnbs, specifical-
ly those crimes involvingn 9r more, tun not all,

wn. This understate-individuals lo were well
ment, however, is at best n nor, because there were
Few eaSes of this kind in the. sample.

With respect to the more detailed intimatehrela-
tionships, the presentation *is restricted to single.-
offender crimes because of the. difficulty in oblaining
discrete category data for multiple-offender crimes.
Since violent crime committed by several intimates
appears -to be unusual, this- procedure has little, if
any, impact on the analysis.

Number of offenders
In the sequence of survey questions op offender

characteristics, the lead question concerned the

number of offenders present. When the victim did not
know it one or more than one offender took part in
the incident, no further'queStions were asked about
the relationship of the offender. These cases "are ex-
cluded from this report.

Use of weapons

Information was gathered on whether or not the
victim observed that the offenders were armed, and,
if so, the type of weapon present. The mere presence
of a weapon constituted "use"; thus, the term applies
both to situations in which weapons were used to
intimidate or th.featen and to those in which they
actually were emlieloyed in a physical attack.

In addition to firearms and knives, ,the data tables
distinguish "other': weapons and tho/se of unknown
type. The category ."other" refers to such objects as
clubs, stones, bricks, and bottles, For each crime, the
type or types of.weapon present was recorded, not the
number, For instance, if offenders wielded two
firearms and a knife in an attack, the crime was
classified as one in which weapons of each type were
used.

Threats and attacks

Persons confronted by an Offender provided infor-
mation on the general nature of the abusive act,
whether threat or attack, and the specific type or
types of actions taken. Attacks listed in-:the
'questionnaire included rape; attempted rape;- being
hit by :an Object .held 'in the hand, shot, or, knifed;
being hit :by a thrown objeOte being slapped or
knocked .down; or bng -grabbed, -held, tripped,
jumped, or pushed. Threats included verbal abuse of
any kind: the threat of rape; the presence or threat of

k
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LI Well pon: attempted attack with a .Neapou or thrown-
object; or hemg followed or surrounded.

I this reporit, cases involving an attempted attack
wit a weapon tind/or thrown object, whether or not
accontpaniett° by other threats, were extracted from
tlie Imelv. 01 threatc and treated ay attempted at toul,A.

Victim self-protection

Information Was obtained on whether or not vic-
tims tried to rebuff a throat .or an attack, and, if so,
the Measures they took. l'indings relating to the
presence or absence of self-protection are based on
the 4 years of data (1973-76) utilized in other
tabulations. Information- on -the type of ,measures
taken is restricted to the last 3 years (1974-76)
because categorks in the relevant question were
changed in 1974.

Measures delin d as passive in this report included
reasoning with he offender, fleeing frcint the
offender, and screaming or yelling for help; activ'
reactions included hitting, kicking, or scratching the
offender, and using or brandishing a weapon. For
multiple responses, clAsification was determined by
the presenee or absence of one or more active
responses. .

Medical attention and expenses
Victims who had been,injured furnished informa-

tion on whether or not they "needed medical
attention,' or hospitalization, and on their medical
expenses, if any. Needing medical attention was

° defined as obtaining treatment from a trained
medical professional. If aid was not sought, or if self-
treatment or nonprofessional treatment was
obtained, a negative response should have been re-

: corded. It is thoughtAtowever, that bectuise "need"
was not always defined ..,by interviewers, some
responses .mighto have been based on differing
conception'S suth- as the seriousness of the injury.

ndividuals needing (acquiring) treatment wcre,
asked if they were hospitalized, and, if so, whether if

-----,z111,inputient or emergency room treatment. In this
report, tables displaying information on type of
taiment have three basic categories,,,"inpatient
care:" "emergency room care," and "other."..The last
category encompas,ses those cases in which treatment
wa'S obtained at places other than hospitals, such as,
at the scene of the crime, at a medical or dental office,
or at a clinic, Individuals who mistakenly said they

, needed attention when they did not receive any ',Also
were in this category..

,Tables on medical expenses Incluae many incidents
ill which there were missing data. Most involved vie-

4(i

tuns who had undetermined alitnhcttl expenses, \
although there may have boon some cases in which I
the victim did not know if there had been any
expenses at- all. The large nnmber of inciants in the
"not known and mit available" ea gory weakens the

naalysis; however, it was deCided t include them in
to

the table to preserve the continuity of the presenta-
tion.

Time lost from work
The survey determined whether persons lost time

from work after the crime, rind, if so, the length of
tMie involved. It did not record the identity..of .the
household member (or members) who lost work time,
although it may be assumed that it probably was the
victim who sustained the loss.

Reporting to the police

The police may have learned about a crime directly
from the vietiN or from someone else, such as
another household member or a bystander, or
because they appeared on the scene at the time of the
crime. In the data tables, however, the means by
which police learned of the crime are not
distinguished; the overall proportion made known to
them was of primary concern.

Interviewers recorded all reasons cited by respon-
dents for not reporting crimes to the police. Data
tables on this topic distribute all reasons for not re-
porting, and no determination has been made of the
primary reason, if any, for not reporting the crime..

J
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AppimcIlx IV

Information on The sample
and reliability of the estimates

Survey results contained in this report are based on
data collected from a sample of persons living in
househblds throughout the Nation slid from persons
living in group quarters, such hs dormitories,
rNming houses, and religious group dwellings. Ex-
cluded from the survey were crews of merchant
vessels, _ArtnedForces_pexsonnel living in.-military
barracks, institutionabied persons, U.S. citizens
residing abroad, and foreign visitors to this country.
With these exceptionsall individuals age 12 and over
living in households tAesignated for thy sample were
eligible to be interviewe'd.

Each interyiewer's first contact with a unit selected
for the surVey will in person, and, if it wcrc not
possible to secure interviews with all eligible members
of the household, during this initial visit, interviews by
telephone were permissible thereafter. The only
exceptions to the requirement for personal interview
applied to 12- and 13-year-olds, incapacitated

.

persons, and indiyiduals who were absent from the
household during the entire field interviewing periok
for such persons, interviewers were required to obtain
proxy responses from a knowledgeable adult member
of the household. Survey records were processed and
weighted, yielding results representative both of the

\ Nation's population as a wkolnAind of sectors within
society. Because they are based on a sample survey
rather -than a- complete enumeration, the results are
estimates.

Sample design and Size

Households were choseif 'ror interview by means of
a stratified multistage cluster sample. This complex
selection' procedure produced a potential tiniyerse of
approximately 73,000 housing units and other living
quarters. Then, for Cho purpose of conducting the
field interviews, ,the sample was divided into six
groups, or rotations, each' of which contained
housing units whose occupants were io be
interviey,ed once every 6 months over a period of 3
years. After these groups have completed their ti1ni5
in sample, they are replaced by new groups consisting
9f households selected in a similar manner.

As might be expected, not all housing units which
are designated for the sample provide interviews; of
the units selected, Interviews were eventually
obtained' for about 60,000 each yew. Most of the

nonMterviowed units
demolished, or turne
residents of only abo

ere found to be vacant,
into nonresidential usc; the

t 4 percent of the units consid-
ered eligible were not interviewed.

Because a r&jor objective of the survey is to
provide measures of the total incidence of crime
throughout the United States, sample data arc
inflaBrd or weighted up by means of a multistage
estimation procedure. The estimation procedure is
performed on % quarterly basis to produce quiwerly
estimates ofighthe v ttuc and rates of victimitation
and these in turn are a regated to produce annual
estimates. Simply statckthe inflation process starts
with a. basie''Weight equal to the reeiprocal of the
probability of selection and then is refined further to
reduce the variability of the sample estimates.

Reliability of estimates

As previously noted, statistical data contained in
this report arc estimates. Despite the precautions
taken to minimize sampling variability, the estimates
are subject to errors arising, from the fact that the
sample employed in conducting the survey was only
one of a large number of possible samples of equal
size that could have been iied applying the same
sample de§ign and selection procedures. Estimates
derived from differcht samples may vary somewhat;
they also may differ from figures obtainable if a
complete census had been taken using the same
schedulestructionS, and interviewers.

The stiMdard error bf a survey estimate is a

'measure of the variation among estimates from all
possible samples and is, therefore, a gauge of the
precision with which the estimate from a particular
Sato* approximates thc average result of all pqssible
saMples, The estimate and its assnciated standard
error may be used to Construct a confidence interval,
that is, an intervid having a regScribcd probability-
thit it would include the average result oftall possible
samples. The average value of all possible samples

..4flay or may not be confained i any particula(com.
puted interval, The chanOS abotn 08 out of WO
that the survey ,esLimate woUld. djç &from the
average reSult'of all possible sampleS by lessihun one
standard error; Similarly,, the FRances are. about 90
out of 1.00 that the difference wouid be lesS.lhan
times thc standard error; about,5,out of 100 that the
ifference would be 2.0 times-thy standard error;and

99 out of IZIO chances that it would be lesss-than 2.5
times the standard. error, The 68 percent confidence

- interval is defined as the range o valUestgiven by the
estimate minus the standard erkr and the estimate
plus the standard -error; the chin c arc 68 in 100 that
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this tange would wiltain the figure front a complete
census. Likewise, the 95 percent confidence interval is
defined as the estimate plus or minus two standard
errors.

In addition t40 samphng error, the estimates
presented in this report are subject eo so-called
nonsampling error. Major sources of such error are
related to the ability of respondents to recall victim-
ization operiences and associated details that
occurred during the 6 months prior to the time of
interview and the underreporting of intimate vio-
lence. In addition, it is suspected that, among certain
societal groups, erimes_that, contain the elements.al
assault are a part of everyday life and, thus, are
simply forgotten or are, not considered worth
mentioning, to a survey interviewer, Nonsampling
errorsk can also result from incomplete or erronequs
responses, systematic mistakes introduced by litter-
viewers, and improper coding and processing of data.
Many of these errors would also occur in'a complete
census. Quality control measures, such as interview-
er observation, with retraining and reinterviewing, as
appropriate, as Well as edit procedures in the field
and at the clerical and computer processing stages;
werk utilized to keep such errors at an acceptably low
level. As eakulated for the survey, the standard
errors pa rtlally measure only those nonsampling
.errors arising from random response and interviewer-
errors; they do not, however, take into account any
systematic biases:in the data.

Concerning the icliabilkty of data from the survey,
it should be noted that estimates based on iero or on-./about 10 or fewer sample cases have beep considered
unreliable. Such estimates are qualified in footnotes
to the data titbks and were not used for purposes of
analysis in this report.

As they appear in the report's data -tables, all
numbers shown on the.tabks have been roundeldio4
the nearest -thousandth. Relative figures -eat;
calculated from unrounded figures.

4

Computation and appRation
of the standard error

Survey results presented in this report were tested
to determine whether or not statistical significance
could be associated with observed (1iifferences
through the utilization of standard errors. biak
ences between pairs of values were tested to deter-)
mine whether they equalled either 2.0 standard erttas
(95 percent confidence level) or 1.6 standard ehors
(90 percent confidence level). Unless appropriately
qualified, all statements in this report have met the
statistical Aest at the -95 -percent level:

The procedures for computing standard errors and
for performing tests of significance with values other
than those already tested in thc preparation of this re-
port are described below.

With respect to the comparison of percents derived
from different bases, the procedure for computing the
standard error of a difference is given by the fol-.
lowing formula:

Standard error of the difference (X, X,) =

D,
B

D,

The symbols are defined as
X, First percentage value (expressed in decimal

form) to be tested.
X, Second percentige value (Aso expressed in

decimal form) to be tested.
'pan from which the first percent is derived.

D, Base from which the second (percent is
derived.
A' constant, equivalent to 1,821, which is
ball on the full sample and incorporates
the dcsign effect ot the survey and thet;ample
size for the percmitage.

50
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-To Mugu-lite the iisis of rthiqbetTritila, Data Table 33
shows that the proportion of crime& reported to the

1 police by persons' victimized by relatives was
and for those victimized by well-known offendtirs,
39.0. Substituiing the appropriate values into the
formula yields:

Standard error of the difference (.568 .390) =
_ t

\/(568 (1.0

1.150,000

IP*V(.568

1,150,000

1,821 4-
/390 (1 .0 .390)

2,517,000

1,821 +

245376
1,821 +

7(
1,150,000

(.340

2,517,000
1,821

(2379
1,821

2,517,000)

\,/ (.00000021337) 1,821 + (.00000009452) 1,821

.660388.54677 + .0001721209

\/ .00056066769

.02367842246 which rounds to .024.

Thus, the confidence interval at one standar4 er or is'
iipproximatel 2.4 percentage points aro nd the
diffinence of 7,8 percent (56.8 - -39.0 = 17. , orA.8
percentag ints at the two standard error leV I. A
68- percent confidence interval places the differ nce

..betwee fil '15.4 and. 20,2 (17,8 plus or minus 2,4) a d a
95 Weel t Confiden0e interYil places it between 13..0,
and 22, (17.8 plus or minus 4,8), The rati of .

differences to their \standard error defines values hat
can be converted \ to leyels of . significance: IFor
example, a ratio .of about 2.0 (or more) denotes that

1,821

the difference is significant at the 95 percent
confidence level (or higher); a ratio ranging between
about 1.6 and 2.0 indicates that the difference is
significant at a confidendrlevel between 90 an4 95
'percent; 4nd a ratio of less, than about 1,6 defines a
1e1 of ionfidence below' 90 percent. In the above

ample, the nttio of the difference (17,8) to its
standard error (2,4) equals 7,42. Therefor; it was
concluded that the differences in police reporting
the two groups was statistically significant at a

Confidence level exceeding 95 percent.
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The loilnula below -represents the procedure fbi.
calculating-Abe standard error of, a difference whon
both of the percents are derived feptn the some ban:

Standard error of the difference X1) =

1 .11

... '( (X,. + X: (X,
0

where the' symbols- -are the same as those described for
the previous formula, except that D refers to the base
from which the two percents are derived.

To illustrate the application of this.formula, Data
Table 29 shows that the proportion of those victims
of intimate crimes reporting medical expenses of less
than $50 was 27.2 percent; the proportion reporting
expenses in the range of $50-$249 was 24.8.
Substituting the appropriate values into .the formula
yields the following:

Standard error of the difference (.272 .248) =

1,821

------ (.272 + .248 (.272 .248))
425,000

t;.

.0042847 (.52 .000576)

,0042847 (.519424)

11.0022256 crY7
(

.0471760 which rounds to .047.x4

The Confidence itilerval at one standard error
around the difference \of 2.4 percent would be from
-2.3 to 7,1 percent (2.4 plus or nyinus 4.7). The ratio
of the difference (2.4) to its stAnda-ril error (4,7) is
r quill to ;51 I, irhich is less than, 1.4. Thus, in acc-

. ordance with standards observed in anttlyzing survey
results in this report, statistical significance wo'uld nor
be attached to the difference between the two per-
centages,

50
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Grossary
-
Active responseVictim resistance characterized

by the use or-display of /tii gun or knife, or the use or
attempted use of physical force against the offender.

Aggravated assaultAttack with tt weapon
resulting in any injury/and attack without a weapon
resulting either in serious injury (e,g., brokla bones,

--loss of-teeth; internalfinjuries, loss-of consciousness)
or in undetermined i ) 'ury requiting 2 or more days of
hospitalization. Als includes attempted assault- with
a weapon. I ,------

'Annual family incomeincludes the income of the
household head and all other related persons residing
in the same ,household unit. Covers the 12 months

.-
preceding the interview and includes wages, salaries,
net income from business or farm, pensions, interest,
dividends, rent, and anxt other form of monetary
income. The income of persons unrelate o the head
of household is excluded.

AssaultAn unlawful physical attack, whether ag-
gravated or simple, upon a person. Includes
attempted assaults with Or without a weapon. Ex-
cludes rape and attempted rape, as well as attacks in-
volving theft or attempted Mat, which ate classified.

---70--.

!.f,

us ro bery.
Attem d attackAn incident lin which an

offendcr1hrows an object or shoots at a victim, or
otherwix initiates, but fails to complete, a violent
crime.

CoMpleted .attackAn incident in which an
offersler carries out a violent crime against an
individual by raping or attempting to rape, by
'shooting or knifing, hitting, grabbing, punching, or
physically abusing in some other fashion.

Family violeitceAn incident of violent crime com-
mitted by a relative, Includes incidents involving ex-
:spouses,

..RoustholdCppisis4 -of the occupants of separate
living quarte,rs meeting either :of the following
Criteria: (I) Persons,, whether 'present or temporarily
absent, whose usuair place of reSidence is the housing
unit in question; of/ (2) Persons seuying in the housing
unit, who:have:no:60W place of relidence elsewhere:

Incidont.--A Spfecific :criminal aet invOlving one or
ure- victims altd offenders,. .

'ThitiptateAti individual' who is \related through
kinship or marriage or who is well *.nown, such as a
gpod friend, neighbor, classmate, or work associate.

t.

IntiMate vi
t

nee. 'An Incident of 'violent erime
incitlidetex-sp( tses./ j

conimitted byla i nfi ividoto who is well kn.own Or re-
htted. Multiple:jofftnder crimes are defined us' inti-
mate violence w'hen one 'br more of the offenderS are,
related or all aile ,well known w the v4int

Marital statlusEitch householditmember .is
assigned to o e of .the following categories: (I)
Married, Which ncludes persons having common-law
unions and th se parted t mporarily fo reasons
other than marital discord (employment, nilitary
service, c c.); (2) Separated and divorced. Se _ arated
aludes fia rrieel persons who turvefi legal-separatio
or have parted because of Maritakiiscord; (3) Wid-
owed; and (4) 'Never married, which includes those
whoge only mai-riage has been annulled and those
living together (excluding common-law unions).

Medical attentionAs defined by the survey, aid
secured from a .trained medical professional, such as
a doctor, nurse, medic, or dentist, either at the scene
of the crime, or at an office, hospital, clinic, etc.

Nonintimate-:--A &If anger, domeone known by sight
only; or a' casnal acquaintance. -

Nonintimate violenceCriminal acts committed by
strangers, casual acquaintances, or persons knoWn by
sight only. Mtiltiple-offender violence is defined as

nonintimate When none of the assailants is well
known or related or when only some are well known
and the rest rionintimates.

.

OffenderThe perpeirator l4f a crime; the tefin
generally is applied in relation to crimes entailing
coniact between victim and offtnder.

OffenseA crime; with respect'to personal crimes,
the two terrni-can be used interchangeably, irrespec-

. ,.
tiYe of whether the apelicable unit of It.eaqure is a vie-
timiAation Or an incrdent.

.

Passive iesponseVictim resistance CharasterizOd
by such nonviolent sveasures as arguing' with or
threatening the offender, screaming or calling tor
help, running away, or shielding one's self.

Personal eddies of violenceRape, "iobbery, or
assault. Includes both completed a'nd attempted acts.

RaceDetermined by the interviewer upon obser-
vation, and asked only about persons not related to

' the head of houSehold who were not present at the
time of the interview.: The racial categories
distinguished are white, black, and other. The cate-'

'gory -"other"..consigs mainly of American Indians
and persons of Asittn ancestry,'

RapeCarnal .knowledge through the use of force
or the:threat of force, inoluding attempts. Statutory
rape (without force ) is excluded; I el des both
hete;rosexual and homosexual rape.

'1.
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.... , R9bberyffheil .or attempted theft, directly frogrt
Person gr a Uusiness, of property or cash by force or
threat ilf-ferfce, with or _without a weapon.

Robbery with injuryTheft or attempted theft
fro.m h person, accompanied.by an attack, either with
or without Il weapon, resulting in itkjury. An MjUry is

,classfflo) as resulting.. from a serious assault if a
y,vpon Was used in the commission of the crime or,
if.not, when tilt extent of the injury was either serious
4e,g., broken bones, loss of teeth, internal injuries,
loss of consciousness) or undetermined but_requiring
2 tir more days of hospitalization. An nqury is
-classified tts- resulting from a minor assatilt when the
extInt of thie injury is minor (e.g.,.bruises, black eyes,
cu6, .seratches, swelling) or undetermined but re-
'quilling less tban 2 days of hospitalization.

Robbery without Injury--Theft or attempted theft
from a person, accompanied by force or the threat of:

-. force, either with or without a weapon, but not
resulting in.injury.

Simple waultAttack withoUi a weapon resulting
either in minor injury (e.g., brnises, black eyes, cuts, :
scratc es, swelling) or in undetermined injury e-
quirin . less than 2 dl mys of hospitalization. Alsb -
eludes attempted assinilt without a weapon.

Threat--1An incident characterized by no more. than verbal harassment, a display of a weapon, or
any other fotsrn oftonphysical intimidation.

VictimThe recipient of a criminal act.
VictimizationA specific criminal act as it affects a

single victim. ..in criminal acts, against persons, the
number of victimizations is determined by the.,

, numbeir of victims of such acts; ordinarily, the
number of viotimizations is soniewhat higher than the
number of incidents because. .More than one
Individual iS victimized during cerlain ipcidents.

VictimizeTo perpetrate a crime againlit a person.
Violent crimeSec "Personal crimes of violence,"

above.

Well knoq,---As pertains to victim-offender [eta-
tiobship, the quality of being:closely asSoCiated or in-

,- iiinately' cpnpected, through .friendship or cOntinued
% ontact akneighbors, work aSsociates, or ciassmates,

4
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Dear Reader
W. hav provided this form for your comments and suggestions abotit this report.

mem cut out both of these pages. staple them together on one corner,end fold
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.

10. If you used this report as a criminal justice
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0 Corrections
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o Criminal justice planning agency
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Law enforcement (police) 1§6
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0 Public or private defense services
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